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Outline

• Introduction: graphene and moiré 

• Continuum model and magic angles 

• Recent experiments: strong correlations 

• Speculative theory - just a taste  

• Back to basics: more than just a “magic angle”



Moiré

mohair



Bilayer graphene

AB or “Bernal” stacking is the equilibrium 
configuration



Bilayer electronic structure

1 layer: Dirac

AB bilayer: quadratic 
band touching

AA bilayer: metal



Bilayer moiré

AB bilayer: quadratic 
band touching

AA bilayer: metal
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Moiré pattern
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Triangular lattice
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1°

huge unit cell

am=13.4nm



Continuum model

approximate single layer as Dirac cone
no mixing from one valley to the other 



Continuum model

1°



One valley

1° q✓ = 2KD sin ✓
2
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moiré Brillouin zone



One valley

1° q✓ = 2KD sin ✓
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moiré Brillouin zone
Displacement of Dirac cones makes them stable: 

no zero energy states in layer 2 match momentum 
of DP in layer 1, and vice versa



Continuum model
Lopes dos Santos et al (2007), 
Bistritzer+MacDonald (2011)

Hkin = v(k �K1) · �✓/2|1ih1|+ v(k �K2) · ��✓/2|2ih2|
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K1

K2

H = Hkin +Htun
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Continuum model
Lopes dos Santos et al (2007), 
Bistritzer+MacDonald (2011)

Hkin = v(k �K1) · �✓/2|1ih1|+ v(k �K2) · ��✓/2|2ih2|
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Htun = w
�
T(x)|1ih2|+ T†(x)|2ih1|

�
<latexit sha1_base64="QtZhYpTXyk3QHDzhjjfhukWl1B0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QtZhYpTXyk3QHDzhjjfhukWl1B0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QtZhYpTXyk3QHDzhjjfhukWl1B0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QtZhYpTXyk3QHDzhjjfhukWl1B0=">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</latexit>

H = Hkin +Htun
<latexit sha1_base64="1yfgEt+jwMIw/mVSTC7/0edKf8M=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZciBIsgCGVGBN0IRTddVrAPaIeSSdM2NMkMyR2hDF35E/6CW927E7du3folpu0I2nrgwsk593JzTxgLbsDzPp3c0vLK6lp+vbCxubW94+7u1U2UaMpqNBKRbobEMMEVqwEHwZqxZkSGgjXC4c3Eb9wzbXik7mAUs0CSvuI9TglYqeMeVvAVrnTStpZ4yNUYn/68IFHjjlv0St4UeJH4GSmiDNWO+9XuRjSRTAEVxJiW78UQpEQDp4KNC+3EsJjQIemzlqWKSGaCdHrGGB9bpYt7kbalAE/V3xMpkcaMZGg7JYGBmfcm4r9eKOc2Q+8ySLmKE2CKzhb3EoEhwpOMcJdrRkGMLCFUc/t3TAdEEwo2yYINxZ+PYJHUz0q+V/Jvz4vl6yyePDpAR+gE+egClVEFVVENUfSAntAzenEenVfnzXmfteacbGYf/YHz8Q3HH54w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1yfgEt+jwMIw/mVSTC7/0edKf8M=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZciBIsgCGVGBN0IRTddVrAPaIeSSdM2NMkMyR2hDF35E/6CW927E7du3folpu0I2nrgwsk593JzTxgLbsDzPp3c0vLK6lp+vbCxubW94+7u1U2UaMpqNBKRbobEMMEVqwEHwZqxZkSGgjXC4c3Eb9wzbXik7mAUs0CSvuI9TglYqeMeVvAVrnTStpZ4yNUYn/68IFHjjlv0St4UeJH4GSmiDNWO+9XuRjSRTAEVxJiW78UQpEQDp4KNC+3EsJjQIemzlqWKSGaCdHrGGB9bpYt7kbalAE/V3xMpkcaMZGg7JYGBmfcm4r9eKOc2Q+8ySLmKE2CKzhb3EoEhwpOMcJdrRkGMLCFUc/t3TAdEEwo2yYINxZ+PYJHUz0q+V/Jvz4vl6yyePDpAR+gE+egClVEFVVENUfSAntAzenEenVfnzXmfteacbGYf/YHz8Q3HH54w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1yfgEt+jwMIw/mVSTC7/0edKf8M=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZciBIsgCGVGBN0IRTddVrAPaIeSSdM2NMkMyR2hDF35E/6CW927E7du3folpu0I2nrgwsk593JzTxgLbsDzPp3c0vLK6lp+vbCxubW94+7u1U2UaMpqNBKRbobEMMEVqwEHwZqxZkSGgjXC4c3Eb9wzbXik7mAUs0CSvuI9TglYqeMeVvAVrnTStpZ4yNUYn/68IFHjjlv0St4UeJH4GSmiDNWO+9XuRjSRTAEVxJiW78UQpEQDp4KNC+3EsJjQIemzlqWKSGaCdHrGGB9bpYt7kbalAE/V3xMpkcaMZGg7JYGBmfcm4r9eKOc2Q+8ySLmKE2CKzhb3EoEhwpOMcJdrRkGMLCFUc/t3TAdEEwo2yYINxZ+PYJHUz0q+V/Jvz4vl6yyePDpAR+gE+egClVEFVVENUfSAntAzenEenVfnzXmfteacbGYf/YHz8Q3HH54w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1yfgEt+jwMIw/mVSTC7/0edKf8M=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZciBIsgCGVGBN0IRTddVrAPaIeSSdM2NMkMyR2hDF35E/6CW927E7du3folpu0I2nrgwsk593JzTxgLbsDzPp3c0vLK6lp+vbCxubW94+7u1U2UaMpqNBKRbobEMMEVqwEHwZqxZkSGgjXC4c3Eb9wzbXik7mAUs0CSvuI9TglYqeMeVvAVrnTStpZ4yNUYn/68IFHjjlv0St4UeJH4GSmiDNWO+9XuRjSRTAEVxJiW78UQpEQDp4KNC+3EsJjQIemzlqWKSGaCdHrGGB9bpYt7kbalAE/V3xMpkcaMZGg7JYGBmfcm4r9eKOc2Q+8ySLmKE2CKzhb3EoEhwpOMcJdrRkGMLCFUc/t3TAdEEwo2yYINxZ+PYJHUz0q+V/Jvz4vl6yyePDpAR+gE+egClVEFVVENUfSAntAzenEenVfnzXmfteacbGYf/YHz8Q3HH54w</latexit>

periodic hopping matrix: 
smoothly interpolates 

hopping of uniform AA/
AB/BA bilayers
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AA AB

BA

BA
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BA
AB
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Continuum model
Lopes dos Santos et al (2007), 
Bistritzer+MacDonald (2011) H = Hkin +Htun

<latexit sha1_base64="1yfgEt+jwMIw/mVSTC7/0edKf8M=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZciBIsgCGVGBN0IRTddVrAPaIeSSdM2NMkMyR2hDF35E/6CW927E7du3folpu0I2nrgwsk593JzTxgLbsDzPp3c0vLK6lp+vbCxubW94+7u1U2UaMpqNBKRbobEMMEVqwEHwZqxZkSGgjXC4c3Eb9wzbXik7mAUs0CSvuI9TglYqeMeVvAVrnTStpZ4yNUYn/68IFHjjlv0St4UeJH4GSmiDNWO+9XuRjSRTAEVxJiW78UQpEQDp4KNC+3EsJjQIemzlqWKSGaCdHrGGB9bpYt7kbalAE/V3xMpkcaMZGg7JYGBmfcm4r9eKOc2Q+8ySLmKE2CKzhb3EoEhwpOMcJdrRkGMLCFUc/t3TAdEEwo2yYINxZ+PYJHUz0q+V/Jvz4vl6yyePDpAR+gE+egClVEFVVENUfSAntAzenEenVfnzXmfteacbGYf/YHz8Q3HH54w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1yfgEt+jwMIw/mVSTC7/0edKf8M=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZciBIsgCGVGBN0IRTddVrAPaIeSSdM2NMkMyR2hDF35E/6CW927E7du3folpu0I2nrgwsk593JzTxgLbsDzPp3c0vLK6lp+vbCxubW94+7u1U2UaMpqNBKRbobEMMEVqwEHwZqxZkSGgjXC4c3Eb9wzbXik7mAUs0CSvuI9TglYqeMeVvAVrnTStpZ4yNUYn/68IFHjjlv0St4UeJH4GSmiDNWO+9XuRjSRTAEVxJiW78UQpEQDp4KNC+3EsJjQIemzlqWKSGaCdHrGGB9bpYt7kbalAE/V3xMpkcaMZGg7JYGBmfcm4r9eKOc2Q+8ySLmKE2CKzhb3EoEhwpOMcJdrRkGMLCFUc/t3TAdEEwo2yYINxZ+PYJHUz0q+V/Jvz4vl6yyePDpAR+gE+egClVEFVVENUfSAntAzenEenVfnzXmfteacbGYf/YHz8Q3HH54w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1yfgEt+jwMIw/mVSTC7/0edKf8M=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZciBIsgCGVGBN0IRTddVrAPaIeSSdM2NMkMyR2hDF35E/6CW927E7du3folpu0I2nrgwsk593JzTxgLbsDzPp3c0vLK6lp+vbCxubW94+7u1U2UaMpqNBKRbobEMMEVqwEHwZqxZkSGgjXC4c3Eb9wzbXik7mAUs0CSvuI9TglYqeMeVvAVrnTStpZ4yNUYn/68IFHjjlv0St4UeJH4GSmiDNWO+9XuRjSRTAEVxJiW78UQpEQDp4KNC+3EsJjQIemzlqWKSGaCdHrGGB9bpYt7kbalAE/V3xMpkcaMZGg7JYGBmfcm4r9eKOc2Q+8ySLmKE2CKzhb3EoEhwpOMcJdrRkGMLCFUc/t3TAdEEwo2yYINxZ+PYJHUz0q+V/Jvz4vl6yyePDpAR+gE+egClVEFVVENUfSAntAzenEenVfnzXmfteacbGYf/YHz8Q3HH54w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1yfgEt+jwMIw/mVSTC7/0edKf8M=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZciBIsgCGVGBN0IRTddVrAPaIeSSdM2NMkMyR2hDF35E/6CW927E7du3folpu0I2nrgwsk593JzTxgLbsDzPp3c0vLK6lp+vbCxubW94+7u1U2UaMpqNBKRbobEMMEVqwEHwZqxZkSGgjXC4c3Eb9wzbXik7mAUs0CSvuI9TglYqeMeVvAVrnTStpZ4yNUYn/68IFHjjlv0St4UeJH4GSmiDNWO+9XuRjSRTAEVxJiW78UQpEQDp4KNC+3EsJjQIemzlqWKSGaCdHrGGB9bpYt7kbalAE/V3xMpkcaMZGg7JYGBmfcm4r9eKOc2Q+8ySLmKE2CKzhb3EoEhwpOMcJdrRkGMLCFUc/t3TAdEEwo2yYINxZ+PYJHUz0q+V/Jvz4vl6yyePDpAR+gE+egClVEFVVENUfSAntAzenEenVfnzXmfteacbGYf/YHz8Q3HH54w</latexit>

One length scale: 
Dimensionless parameter:

am = 2⇡/q✓
<latexit sha1_base64="eO4q7/u0ta4ZGdwRi7VhOgX4vdA=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBFc1aQIuhGKblxWsA9oQphMJ+3QmSTO3Agl9Bf8Bbe6dydu/Qe3fonTNgttPXDhcM69nMsJU8E1OM6XtbK6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u3bB4dtnWSKshZNRKK6IdFM8Ji1gINg3VQxIkPBOuHoZup3HpnSPInvYZwyX5JBzCNOCRgpsCskkPgK172Unz0EHgwZkMCuOjVnBrxM3IJUUYFmYH97/YRmksVABdG65zop+DlRwKlgk7KXaZYSOiID1jM0JpJpP589P8EnRunjKFFmYsAz9fdFTqTWYxmaTUlgqBe9qfivF8qFZIgu/ZzHaQYspvPgKBMYEjxtBve5YhTE2BBCFTe/YzokilAw/ZVNKe5iBcukXa+5Ts29O682rot6SugIHaNT5KIL1EC3qIlaiKIxekYv6NV6st6sd+tjvrpiFTcV9AfW5w/xZpqR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eO4q7/u0ta4ZGdwRi7VhOgX4vdA=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBFc1aQIuhGKblxWsA9oQphMJ+3QmSTO3Agl9Bf8Bbe6dydu/Qe3fonTNgttPXDhcM69nMsJU8E1OM6XtbK6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u3bB4dtnWSKshZNRKK6IdFM8Ji1gINg3VQxIkPBOuHoZup3HpnSPInvYZwyX5JBzCNOCRgpsCskkPgK172Unz0EHgwZkMCuOjVnBrxM3IJUUYFmYH97/YRmksVABdG65zop+DlRwKlgk7KXaZYSOiID1jM0JpJpP589P8EnRunjKFFmYsAz9fdFTqTWYxmaTUlgqBe9qfivF8qFZIgu/ZzHaQYspvPgKBMYEjxtBve5YhTE2BBCFTe/YzokilAw/ZVNKe5iBcukXa+5Ts29O682rot6SugIHaNT5KIL1EC3qIlaiKIxekYv6NV6st6sd+tjvrpiFTcV9AfW5w/xZpqR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eO4q7/u0ta4ZGdwRi7VhOgX4vdA=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBFc1aQIuhGKblxWsA9oQphMJ+3QmSTO3Agl9Bf8Bbe6dydu/Qe3fonTNgttPXDhcM69nMsJU8E1OM6XtbK6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u3bB4dtnWSKshZNRKK6IdFM8Ji1gINg3VQxIkPBOuHoZup3HpnSPInvYZwyX5JBzCNOCRgpsCskkPgK172Unz0EHgwZkMCuOjVnBrxM3IJUUYFmYH97/YRmksVABdG65zop+DlRwKlgk7KXaZYSOiID1jM0JpJpP589P8EnRunjKFFmYsAz9fdFTqTWYxmaTUlgqBe9qfivF8qFZIgu/ZzHaQYspvPgKBMYEjxtBve5YhTE2BBCFTe/YzokilAw/ZVNKe5iBcukXa+5Ts29O682rot6SugIHaNT5KIL1EC3qIlaiKIxekYv6NV6st6sd+tjvrpiFTcV9AfW5w/xZpqR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eO4q7/u0ta4ZGdwRi7VhOgX4vdA=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBFc1aQIuhGKblxWsA9oQphMJ+3QmSTO3Agl9Bf8Bbe6dydu/Qe3fonTNgttPXDhcM69nMsJU8E1OM6XtbK6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u3bB4dtnWSKshZNRKK6IdFM8Ji1gINg3VQxIkPBOuHoZup3HpnSPInvYZwyX5JBzCNOCRgpsCskkPgK172Unz0EHgwZkMCuOjVnBrxM3IJUUYFmYH97/YRmksVABdG65zop+DlRwKlgk7KXaZYSOiID1jM0JpJpP589P8EnRunjKFFmYsAz9fdFTqTWYxmaTUlgqBe9qfivF8qFZIgu/ZzHaQYspvPgKBMYEjxtBve5YhTE2BBCFTe/YzokilAw/ZVNKe5iBcukXa+5Ts29O682rot6SugIHaNT5KIL1EC3qIlaiKIxekYv6NV6st6sd+tjvrpiFTcV9AfW5w/xZpqR</latexit>

↵ ⌘ w

vq✓
=

q

2vKD sin ✓
2
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Continuum model
Lopes dos Santos et al (2007), 
Bistritzer+MacDonald (2011) H = Hkin +Htun
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One length scale: 
Dimensionless parameter:

am = 2⇡/q✓
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Decreasing angle is the same 
as increasing hopping



Continuum model
Dimensionless form: ↵ ⌘ w
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II. CONTINUUM MODEL AND ITS SYMMETRIES

We use a slight reformulation of the CM as presented by Bistritzer and Macdonald in
Ref. 2. In their work, a separate momentum space origin was chosen for each layer (to
coincide with the layer’s Dirac point). We prefer to use a common origin, so momentum
has the conventional meaning (see Fig. 1(a)). A layer-dependent unitary rotation of their
Hamiltonian, written in real space, accomplishes this, and produces the form convenient for
our further analysis:

H(x) = �i
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, and q0 = (0,�1) represents the shift of one Dirac point relative to

another by the rotation, in units scaled by the size of the rotation (see below). We use Pauli
matrix notations to address the layers – ⌧ z = ±1 for the upper and lower layers – and the
sublattice �z = ±1 for the A and B sublattices. The tunneling part of the Hamiltonian (i.e.
the ⌧+ = 1
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x + i⌧ y) term and its hermitian conjugate) contains three functions
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lattice vectors for the BZ (see Fig. 1(b)). Note that we have conducted a real space rescaling
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so that units are chosen proportionally to the size of the moiré unit cell. Energy
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✓ (✓ is assumed small) is the

displacement between the K points of the BZ of layer 1 and 2, a is the graphene lattice
constant, and w is the tunneling strength in Bistritzer and MacDonald’s original notation.
Note that while ✓ is the only physically tunable parameter, the rescaled model (2.3) depends
on ✓ only through the explicit dependence on ↵, which is inversely proportional to ✓. We
remark that we neglect a small term proportional to ✓ in the continuum model, which was
shown to be negligible in Ref. 2.

This CM is manifestly periodic, and so we can apply Bloch’s theorem. Writing H
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=
e�ik·xHeik·x, where k is the quasi-momentum defined in the moiré BZ, we have
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The CM is simple in the sense that it is a non-interacting model with only one tuning
parameter, ↵, however the physics it exhibits is far from being understood. Of particular
interest is the flat band physics at specific values of ↵: at ↵ = 0.605, 1.2, , · · · , where the
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II. CONTINUUM MODEL AND ITS SYMMETRIES

We use a slight reformulation of the CM as presented by Bistritzer and Macdonald in
Ref. 2. In their work, a separate momentum space origin was chosen for each layer (to
coincide with the layer’s Dirac point). We prefer to use a common origin, so momentum
has the conventional meaning (see Fig. 1(a)). A layer-dependent unitary rotation of their
Hamiltonian, written in real space, accomplishes this, and produces the form convenient for
our further analysis:
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, and q0 = (0,�1) represents the shift of one Dirac point relative to

another by the rotation, in units scaled by the size of the rotation (see below). We use Pauli
matrix notations to address the layers – ⌧ z = ±1 for the upper and lower layers – and the
sublattice �z = ±1 for the A and B sublattices. The tunneling part of the Hamiltonian (i.e.
the ⌧+ = 1
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lattice vectors for the BZ (see Fig. 1(b)). Note that we have conducted a real space rescaling
x ! x/k

✓

so that units are chosen proportionally to the size of the moiré unit cell. Energy
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, which absorbs the Dirac velocity, v. The angle dependence is
now subsumed into the parameter ↵ = w
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, where k
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= 4⇡
3
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✓ (✓ is assumed small) is the

displacement between the K points of the BZ of layer 1 and 2, a is the graphene lattice
constant, and w is the tunneling strength in Bistritzer and MacDonald’s original notation.
Note that while ✓ is the only physically tunable parameter, the rescaled model (2.3) depends
on ✓ only through the explicit dependence on ↵, which is inversely proportional to ✓. We
remark that we neglect a small term proportional to ✓ in the continuum model, which was
shown to be negligible in Ref. 2.

This CM is manifestly periodic, and so we can apply Bloch’s theorem. Writing H
k

=
e�ik·xHeik·x, where k is the quasi-momentum defined in the moiré BZ, we have
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The CM is simple in the sense that it is a non-interacting model with only one tuning
parameter, ↵, however the physics it exhibits is far from being understood. Of particular
interest is the flat band physics at specific values of ↵: at ↵ = 0.605, 1.2, , · · · , where the
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II. CONTINUUM MODEL AND ITS SYMMETRIES

We use a slight reformulation of the CM as presented by Bistritzer and Macdonald in
Ref. 2. In their work, a separate momentum space origin was chosen for each layer (to
coincide with the layer’s Dirac point). We prefer to use a common origin, so momentum
has the conventional meaning (see Fig. 1(a)). A layer-dependent unitary rotation of their
Hamiltonian, written in real space, accomplishes this, and produces the form convenient for
our further analysis:
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, and q0 = (0,�1) represents the shift of one Dirac point relative to

another by the rotation, in units scaled by the size of the rotation (see below). We use Pauli
matrix notations to address the layers – ⌧ z = ±1 for the upper and lower layers – and the
sublattice �z = ±1 for the A and B sublattices. The tunneling part of the Hamiltonian (i.e.
the ⌧+ = 1
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x + i⌧ y) term and its hermitian conjugate) contains three functions
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are the reciprocal

lattice vectors for the BZ (see Fig. 1(b)). Note that we have conducted a real space rescaling
x ! x/k

✓

so that units are chosen proportionally to the size of the moiré unit cell. Energy
is measured in units of vk

✓

, which absorbs the Dirac velocity, v. The angle dependence is
now subsumed into the parameter ↵ = w

vk

✓

, where k
✓

= 4⇡
3
p
3a
✓ (✓ is assumed small) is the

displacement between the K points of the BZ of layer 1 and 2, a is the graphene lattice
constant, and w is the tunneling strength in Bistritzer and MacDonald’s original notation.
Note that while ✓ is the only physically tunable parameter, the rescaled model (2.3) depends
on ✓ only through the explicit dependence on ↵, which is inversely proportional to ✓. We
remark that we neglect a small term proportional to ✓ in the continuum model, which was
shown to be negligible in Ref. 2.

This CM is manifestly periodic, and so we can apply Bloch’s theorem. Writing H
k

=
e�ik·xHeik·x, where k is the quasi-momentum defined in the moiré BZ, we have
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⇣
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+ iqh + ik
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The CM is simple in the sense that it is a non-interacting model with only one tuning
parameter, ↵, however the physics it exhibits is far from being understood. Of particular
interest is the flat band physics at specific values of ↵: at ↵ = 0.605, 1.2, , · · · , where the
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~ 4 component Dirac equation with periodic “potential” 
n.b.: approximations (made by BM):

- neglect small rotation θ of pseudo-spin 
- neglect lattice relaxation



Continuum model
From BM

notonic dependence on θ, vanishing repeatedly at the series of
magic angles illustrated in Fig. 4.

Partial insight into the origin of these behaviors can be achieved
by examining the simplest limit in which the momentum-space
lattice is truncated at the first honeycomb shell. Including the
sublattice degree of freedom, this truncation gives rise to the
Hamiltonian

Hk ¼

hkðθ∕2Þ Tb Ttr Ttl
T†
b hkbð−θ∕2Þ 0 0

T†
tr 0 hktrð−θ∕2Þ 0

T†
tl 0 0 hktlð−θ∕2Þ

2

664

3

775; [8]

where k is in the moiré Brillouin-zone and kj ¼ k þ qj. This
Hamiltonian acts on four two-component spinors Ψ ¼ ðψ0;ψ1;
ψ2;ψ3Þ. The first (ψ0) is at a momentum near the Dirac point of
one layer and the other three ψ j are at momenta near qj and in the

other layer. The dependence of hðθÞ on angle is parametrically
small and can be neglected. We have numerically verified that this
approximation reproduces the velocity with reasonable accuracy
down to the first magic angle (Fig. 4, Inset).

The renormalized velocity v⋆ ¼ ∂kϵ⋆k jk¼0 follows from the
spectrum ϵ⋆k of the twisted bilayer. The Hamiltonian is expressed
as a sum of the k ¼ 0 term Hð0Þ and the k-dependent term Hð1Þ

k
and solved to leading order in k.

Consider the k ¼ 0 term in the Hamiltonian. We assume that
Hð0Þ has zero energy eigenstates and prove our assumption by
explicitly finding these states. The zero energy eigenstates must
satisfy

ψ j ¼ −h−1j T†
j ψ0: [9]

Because

Tjh−1j T†
j ¼ 0 [10]

the equation for the ψ0 spinor is h0ψ0 ¼ 0, i.e., ψ0 is one of
the two zero energy states ψ ð1Þ

0 and ψ ð2Þ
0 of the isolated layer.

The two zero energy eigenstates of Hð0Þ then follow from Eq. 9.
Given that jψ ðjÞ

0 j ¼ 1, the wave functions should be normalized
by jΨj2 ¼ 1þ 6α2. The effective Hamiltonian matrix to leading
order in k is therefore

hΨðiÞjHð1Þ
k jΨðjÞi ¼ −v

1þ 6α2
ψ ðiÞ†
0

!
σ · k þ w2

∑

j

Tjh
−1†
j σ

· kh−1j T†
j

"
ψ ðjÞ
0 ¼ −v⋆ψ ðiÞ†

0 σ · kψ ðjÞ
0 :

Aside from a renormalized velocity

v⋆

v
¼ 1 − 3α2

1þ 6α2
; [11]

the Hamiltonian is identical to the continuum model Hamilto-
nian of single-layer graphene. The denominator in Eq. 11 cap-
tures the contribution of the Ψj’s to the normalization of the
wave function whereas the numerator captures their contribution
to the velocity matrix elements. For small α, Eq. 11 reduces to
the expression v⋆∕v ¼ 1 − 9α2, first obtained by Lopes dos Santos
et al. (15). The velocity vanishes at the first magic angle because it
is in the process of changing sign. The eigenstates at the Dirac
point are a coherent combination of components in the two layers
that have velocities of opposite sign.

Counterflow Conductivity. The distribution of the quasiparticle
velocity between the two layers implies exotic transport charac-
teristics for separately contacted layers. Consider a counterflow
geometry in which currents in the two layers flow antiparallel to
one another. We focus on twist angles θ ≳ 2° for which the eight-
band model is valid and to the semiclassical regime in which
ϵFτ > 1 and find the counterflow conductivity σCF. We assume
that the Fermi momentum is much smaller than kθ and that
1∕τ0 < ℏvkθ, where τ0 is single particle lifetime. Using the Kubo
formula we find that

σCF ¼ 4e2

π ∑

kμ

jhψkjvxCFjψkij2½ImfGr
kμðϵFÞg&2; [12]

where

vxCF ¼ −v

σx 0 0 0
0 −σx 0 0
0 0 −σx 0
0 0 0 −σx

0

BB@

1

CCA [13]

Fig. 3. Moiré bands. (A) Energy dispersion for the 14 bands closest to the
Dirac point plotted along the k-space trajectory A → B → C → D → A (see
Fig. 1) for w ¼ 110 meV, and θ ¼ 5° (Left,), 1.05° (Middle), and 0.5° (Right).
(B) DOS. (C) Energy as a function of twist angle for the k ¼ 0 states. Band
separation decreases with θ as also evident from A. (D) Full dispersion of
the flat band at θ ¼ 1.05°.

Fig. 4. Renormalized Dirac-point band velocity. The band velocity of the
twisted bilayer at the Dirac point v⋆ is plotted vs. α2, where α ¼ w∕vkθ

for 0.18° < θ < 1.2°. The velocity vanishes for θ ≈ 1.05°, 0.5°, 0.35°, 0.24°,
and 0.2°. (Inset) The renormalized velocity at larger twist angles. The solid
line corresponds to numerical results and dashed line corresponds to analytic
results based on the eight-band model.
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longer moiré period

extremely flat bands. W ~ 10meV

- Bandwidth of all 
bands trivially 
decreases as 
mBZ shrinks 

- at “magic 
angles” central 
bands become 
even flatter



“Magic angles”

notonic dependence on θ, vanishing repeatedly at the series of
magic angles illustrated in Fig. 4.

Partial insight into the origin of these behaviors can be achieved
by examining the simplest limit in which the momentum-space
lattice is truncated at the first honeycomb shell. Including the
sublattice degree of freedom, this truncation gives rise to the
Hamiltonian

Hk ¼

hkðθ∕2Þ Tb Ttr Ttl
T†
b hkbð−θ∕2Þ 0 0

T†
tr 0 hktrð−θ∕2Þ 0

T†
tl 0 0 hktlð−θ∕2Þ

2

664

3

775; [8]

where k is in the moiré Brillouin-zone and kj ¼ k þ qj. This
Hamiltonian acts on four two-component spinors Ψ ¼ ðψ0;ψ1;
ψ2;ψ3Þ. The first (ψ0) is at a momentum near the Dirac point of
one layer and the other three ψ j are at momenta near qj and in the

other layer. The dependence of hðθÞ on angle is parametrically
small and can be neglected. We have numerically verified that this
approximation reproduces the velocity with reasonable accuracy
down to the first magic angle (Fig. 4, Inset).

The renormalized velocity v⋆ ¼ ∂kϵ⋆k jk¼0 follows from the
spectrum ϵ⋆k of the twisted bilayer. The Hamiltonian is expressed
as a sum of the k ¼ 0 term Hð0Þ and the k-dependent term Hð1Þ

k
and solved to leading order in k.

Consider the k ¼ 0 term in the Hamiltonian. We assume that
Hð0Þ has zero energy eigenstates and prove our assumption by
explicitly finding these states. The zero energy eigenstates must
satisfy

ψ j ¼ −h−1j T†
j ψ0: [9]

Because

Tjh−1j T†
j ¼ 0 [10]

the equation for the ψ0 spinor is h0ψ0 ¼ 0, i.e., ψ0 is one of
the two zero energy states ψ ð1Þ

0 and ψ ð2Þ
0 of the isolated layer.

The two zero energy eigenstates of Hð0Þ then follow from Eq. 9.
Given that jψ ðjÞ

0 j ¼ 1, the wave functions should be normalized
by jΨj2 ¼ 1þ 6α2. The effective Hamiltonian matrix to leading
order in k is therefore

hΨðiÞjHð1Þ
k jΨðjÞi ¼ −v

1þ 6α2
ψ ðiÞ†
0

!
σ · k þ w2

∑

j

Tjh
−1†
j σ

· kh−1j T†
j

"
ψ ðjÞ
0 ¼ −v⋆ψ ðiÞ†

0 σ · kψ ðjÞ
0 :

Aside from a renormalized velocity

v⋆

v
¼ 1 − 3α2

1þ 6α2
; [11]

the Hamiltonian is identical to the continuum model Hamilto-
nian of single-layer graphene. The denominator in Eq. 11 cap-
tures the contribution of the Ψj’s to the normalization of the
wave function whereas the numerator captures their contribution
to the velocity matrix elements. For small α, Eq. 11 reduces to
the expression v⋆∕v ¼ 1 − 9α2, first obtained by Lopes dos Santos
et al. (15). The velocity vanishes at the first magic angle because it
is in the process of changing sign. The eigenstates at the Dirac
point are a coherent combination of components in the two layers
that have velocities of opposite sign.

Counterflow Conductivity. The distribution of the quasiparticle
velocity between the two layers implies exotic transport charac-
teristics for separately contacted layers. Consider a counterflow
geometry in which currents in the two layers flow antiparallel to
one another. We focus on twist angles θ ≳ 2° for which the eight-
band model is valid and to the semiclassical regime in which
ϵFτ > 1 and find the counterflow conductivity σCF. We assume
that the Fermi momentum is much smaller than kθ and that
1∕τ0 < ℏvkθ, where τ0 is single particle lifetime. Using the Kubo
formula we find that

σCF ¼ 4e2

π ∑

kμ

jhψkjvxCFjψkij2½ImfGr
kμðϵFÞg&2; [12]

where

vxCF ¼ −v
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Fig. 3. Moiré bands. (A) Energy dispersion for the 14 bands closest to the
Dirac point plotted along the k-space trajectory A → B → C → D → A (see
Fig. 1) for w ¼ 110 meV, and θ ¼ 5° (Left,), 1.05° (Middle), and 0.5° (Right).
(B) DOS. (C) Energy as a function of twist angle for the k ¼ 0 states. Band
separation decreases with θ as also evident from A. (D) Full dispersion of
the flat band at θ ¼ 1.05°.

Fig. 4. Renormalized Dirac-point band velocity. The band velocity of the
twisted bilayer at the Dirac point v⋆ is plotted vs. α2, where α ¼ w∕vkθ

for 0.18° < θ < 1.2°. The velocity vanishes for θ ≈ 1.05°, 0.5°, 0.35°, 0.24°,
and 0.2°. (Inset) The renormalized velocity at larger twist angles. The solid
line corresponds to numerical results and dashed line corresponds to analytic
results based on the eight-band model.
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The emergence of half-filling states is not expected in the absence of 
interactions between electrons and appears to be correlated with the 
narrow bandwidth near the first magic angle. In our experiment, sev-
eral separate pieces of evidence support the presence of flat bands. First, 
we measured the temperature dependence of the amplitude of 
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations in device D1, from which we extracted 
the effective mass of the electron, m* (Fig. 3b; see Methods and 
Extended Data Fig. 3 for analysis). For a Dirac spectrum with eight-fold 
degeneracy (spin, valley and layer), we expect that ⁎= / πm h n v(8 )2

F
2 , 

which scales as 1/vF . The large measured m* near charge neutrality in 
device D1 indicates a reduction in vF by a factor of 25 compared to 
monolayer graphene (4 ×  104 m s−1 compared to 106 m s−1). This large 
reduction in the Fermi velocity is a characteristic that is expected for flat 
bands. Second, we analysed the capacitance data of device D2 near the 
Dirac point (Fig. 3a) and found that vF needs to be reduced to about 
0.15v0 for a good fit to the data (Methods, Extended Data Fig. 1b). Third, 
another direct manifestation of flat bands is the flattening of the con-
ductance minimum at charge neutrality above a temperature of 40 K 
(thermal energy kT =  3.5 meV), as seen in Fig. 3c. Although the con-
ductance minimum in monolayer graphene can be observed clearly even 
near room temperature, it is smeared out in magic-angle TBG when the 
thermal energy kT becomes comparable to vFkθ/2 ≈  4 meV—the energy 
scale that spans the Dirac-like portion of the band (Fig. 1c)24–26.

Owing to the localized nature of the electrons, a plausible explanation 
for the gapped behaviour at half-filling is the formation of a Mott-like 
insulator driven by Coulomb interactions between electrons27,28. To 
this end, we consider a Hubbard model on a triangular lattice, with 
each site corresponding to a localized region with AA stacking in the 
moiré pattern (Fig. 1i). In Fig. 3d we show the bandwidth of the E >  0 
branch of the low-energy bands for 0.04° <  θ <  2° that we calculated 
numerically using a continuum model of TBG6. The bandwidth W is 
strongly suppressed near the magic angles. The on-site Coulomb energy 
U of each site is estimated to be e2/(4π εd), where d is the effective linear 

dimension of each site (with the same length scale as the moiré period), 
ε is the effective dielectric constant including screening and e is the 
electron charge. Combining ε and the dependence of d on twist angle 
into a single constant κ, we write U =  e2θ/(4π ε0κa), where a =  0.246 nm 
is the lattice constant of monolayer graphene. In Fig. 3d we plot the 
on-site energy U versus θ for κ =  4–20. As a reference, κ =  4 if we 
assume ε =  10ε0 and d is 40% of the moiré wavelength. For a range of 
possible values of κ it is therefore reasonable that U/W >  1 occurs near 
the magic angles and results in half-filling Mott-like gaps27. However, 
the realistic scenario is much more complicated than these simplistic 
estimates; a complete understanding requires detailed theoretical anal-
yses of the interactions responsible for the correlated gaps.

The Shubnikov–de Haas oscillation frequency fSdH (Fig. 3b) also 
supports the existence of Mott-like correlated gaps at half-filling. Near 
the charge neutrality point, the oscillation frequency closely follows 
fSdH =  φ0| n| /M where φ0 =  h/e is the flux quantum and M =  4 indicates 
the spin and valley degeneracies. However, at | n|  >  ns/2, we observe 
oscillation frequencies that corresponds to straight lines, fSdH =  φ0(| n|   
−  ns/2)/M, in which M has a reduced value of 2. Moreover, these lines 
extrapolate to zero exactly at the densities of the half-filling states, n =   
± ns/2. These oscillations point to small Fermi pockets that result from 
doping the half-filling states, which might originate from charged 
quasi particles near a Mott-like insulator phase29. The halved degener-
acy of the Fermi pockets might be related to the spin–charge separation 
that is predicted in a Mott insulator29. These results are also supported 
by Hall measurements at 0.3 K (Extended Data Fig. 4; see Methods for 
discussion), which show a ‘resetting’ of the Hall densities when the 
system is electrostatically doped beyond the Mott-like states.

The half-filling states at ± ns/2 are suppressed by the application 
of a magnetic field. In Fig. 4a, b we show that both insulating phases 
start to conduct at a perpendicular field of B =  4 T and recover normal 
conductance by B =  8 T. A similar effect is observed for an in-plane 
magnetic field (Extended Data Fig. 5d). The insensitivity to field  
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Figure 2 | Half-filling insulating states in magic-angle TBG. a, Measured 
conductance G of magic-angle TBG device D1 with θ =  1.08° and 
T =  0.3 K. The Dirac point is located at n =  0. The lighter-shaded regions 
are superlattice gaps at carrier density n =  ± ns =  ± 2.7 ×  1012 cm−2. The 
darker-shaded regions denote half-filling states at ± ns/2. The inset shows 
the density locations of half-filling states in the four different devices. 

See Methods for a definition of the error bars. b, Minimum conductance 
values in the p-side (red) and n-side (blue) half-filling states in device 
D1. The dashed lines are fits of exp[− ∆/(2kT)] to the data, where 
∆ ≈  0.31 meV is the thermal activation gap. c, d, Temperature-dependent 
conductance of D1 for temperatures from about 0.3 K (black) to 1.7 K 
(orange) near the p-side (c) and n-side (d) half-filling states.
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The emergence of half-filling states is not expected in the absence of 
interactions between electrons and appears to be correlated with the 
narrow bandwidth near the first magic angle. In our experiment, sev-
eral separate pieces of evidence support the presence of flat bands. First, 
we measured the temperature dependence of the amplitude of 
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations in device D1, from which we extracted 
the effective mass of the electron, m* (Fig. 3b; see Methods and 
Extended Data Fig. 3 for analysis). For a Dirac spectrum with eight-fold 
degeneracy (spin, valley and layer), we expect that ⁎= / πm h n v(8 )2

F
2 , 

which scales as 1/vF . The large measured m* near charge neutrality in 
device D1 indicates a reduction in vF by a factor of 25 compared to 
monolayer graphene (4 ×  104 m s−1 compared to 106 m s−1). This large 
reduction in the Fermi velocity is a characteristic that is expected for flat 
bands. Second, we analysed the capacitance data of device D2 near the 
Dirac point (Fig. 3a) and found that vF needs to be reduced to about 
0.15v0 for a good fit to the data (Methods, Extended Data Fig. 1b). Third, 
another direct manifestation of flat bands is the flattening of the con-
ductance minimum at charge neutrality above a temperature of 40 K 
(thermal energy kT =  3.5 meV), as seen in Fig. 3c. Although the con-
ductance minimum in monolayer graphene can be observed clearly even 
near room temperature, it is smeared out in magic-angle TBG when the 
thermal energy kT becomes comparable to vFkθ/2 ≈  4 meV—the energy 
scale that spans the Dirac-like portion of the band (Fig. 1c)24–26.

Owing to the localized nature of the electrons, a plausible explanation 
for the gapped behaviour at half-filling is the formation of a Mott-like 
insulator driven by Coulomb interactions between electrons27,28. To 
this end, we consider a Hubbard model on a triangular lattice, with 
each site corresponding to a localized region with AA stacking in the 
moiré pattern (Fig. 1i). In Fig. 3d we show the bandwidth of the E >  0 
branch of the low-energy bands for 0.04° <  θ <  2° that we calculated 
numerically using a continuum model of TBG6. The bandwidth W is 
strongly suppressed near the magic angles. The on-site Coulomb energy 
U of each site is estimated to be e2/(4π εd), where d is the effective linear 

dimension of each site (with the same length scale as the moiré period), 
ε is the effective dielectric constant including screening and e is the 
electron charge. Combining ε and the dependence of d on twist angle 
into a single constant κ, we write U =  e2θ/(4π ε0κa), where a =  0.246 nm 
is the lattice constant of monolayer graphene. In Fig. 3d we plot the 
on-site energy U versus θ for κ =  4–20. As a reference, κ =  4 if we 
assume ε =  10ε0 and d is 40% of the moiré wavelength. For a range of 
possible values of κ it is therefore reasonable that U/W >  1 occurs near 
the magic angles and results in half-filling Mott-like gaps27. However, 
the realistic scenario is much more complicated than these simplistic 
estimates; a complete understanding requires detailed theoretical anal-
yses of the interactions responsible for the correlated gaps.

The Shubnikov–de Haas oscillation frequency fSdH (Fig. 3b) also 
supports the existence of Mott-like correlated gaps at half-filling. Near 
the charge neutrality point, the oscillation frequency closely follows 
fSdH =  φ0| n| /M where φ0 =  h/e is the flux quantum and M =  4 indicates 
the spin and valley degeneracies. However, at | n|  >  ns/2, we observe 
oscillation frequencies that corresponds to straight lines, fSdH =  φ0(| n|   
−  ns/2)/M, in which M has a reduced value of 2. Moreover, these lines 
extrapolate to zero exactly at the densities of the half-filling states, n =   
± ns/2. These oscillations point to small Fermi pockets that result from 
doping the half-filling states, which might originate from charged 
quasi particles near a Mott-like insulator phase29. The halved degener-
acy of the Fermi pockets might be related to the spin–charge separation 
that is predicted in a Mott insulator29. These results are also supported 
by Hall measurements at 0.3 K (Extended Data Fig. 4; see Methods for 
discussion), which show a ‘resetting’ of the Hall densities when the 
system is electrostatically doped beyond the Mott-like states.

The half-filling states at ± ns/2 are suppressed by the application 
of a magnetic field. In Fig. 4a, b we show that both insulating phases 
start to conduct at a perpendicular field of B =  4 T and recover normal 
conductance by B =  8 T. A similar effect is observed for an in-plane 
magnetic field (Extended Data Fig. 5d). The insensitivity to field  
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Figure 2 | Half-filling insulating states in magic-angle TBG. a, Measured 
conductance G of magic-angle TBG device D1 with θ =  1.08° and 
T =  0.3 K. The Dirac point is located at n =  0. The lighter-shaded regions 
are superlattice gaps at carrier density n =  ± ns =  ± 2.7 ×  1012 cm−2. The 
darker-shaded regions denote half-filling states at ± ns/2. The inset shows 
the density locations of half-filling states in the four different devices. 

See Methods for a definition of the error bars. b, Minimum conductance 
values in the p-side (red) and n-side (blue) half-filling states in device 
D1. The dashed lines are fits of exp[− ∆/(2kT)] to the data, where 
∆ ≈  0.31 meV is the thermal activation gap. c, d, Temperature-dependent 
conductance of D1 for temperatures from about 0.3 K (black) to 1.7 K 
(orange) near the p-side (c) and n-side (d) half-filling states.
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The emergence of half-filling states is not expected in the absence of 
interactions between electrons and appears to be correlated with the 
narrow bandwidth near the first magic angle. In our experiment, sev-
eral separate pieces of evidence support the presence of flat bands. First, 
we measured the temperature dependence of the amplitude of 
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations in device D1, from which we extracted 
the effective mass of the electron, m* (Fig. 3b; see Methods and 
Extended Data Fig. 3 for analysis). For a Dirac spectrum with eight-fold 
degeneracy (spin, valley and layer), we expect that ⁎= / πm h n v(8 )2

F
2 , 

which scales as 1/vF . The large measured m* near charge neutrality in 
device D1 indicates a reduction in vF by a factor of 25 compared to 
monolayer graphene (4 ×  104 m s−1 compared to 106 m s−1). This large 
reduction in the Fermi velocity is a characteristic that is expected for flat 
bands. Second, we analysed the capacitance data of device D2 near the 
Dirac point (Fig. 3a) and found that vF needs to be reduced to about 
0.15v0 for a good fit to the data (Methods, Extended Data Fig. 1b). Third, 
another direct manifestation of flat bands is the flattening of the con-
ductance minimum at charge neutrality above a temperature of 40 K 
(thermal energy kT =  3.5 meV), as seen in Fig. 3c. Although the con-
ductance minimum in monolayer graphene can be observed clearly even 
near room temperature, it is smeared out in magic-angle TBG when the 
thermal energy kT becomes comparable to vFkθ/2 ≈  4 meV—the energy 
scale that spans the Dirac-like portion of the band (Fig. 1c)24–26.

Owing to the localized nature of the electrons, a plausible explanation 
for the gapped behaviour at half-filling is the formation of a Mott-like 
insulator driven by Coulomb interactions between electrons27,28. To 
this end, we consider a Hubbard model on a triangular lattice, with 
each site corresponding to a localized region with AA stacking in the 
moiré pattern (Fig. 1i). In Fig. 3d we show the bandwidth of the E >  0 
branch of the low-energy bands for 0.04° <  θ <  2° that we calculated 
numerically using a continuum model of TBG6. The bandwidth W is 
strongly suppressed near the magic angles. The on-site Coulomb energy 
U of each site is estimated to be e2/(4π εd), where d is the effective linear 

dimension of each site (with the same length scale as the moiré period), 
ε is the effective dielectric constant including screening and e is the 
electron charge. Combining ε and the dependence of d on twist angle 
into a single constant κ, we write U =  e2θ/(4π ε0κa), where a =  0.246 nm 
is the lattice constant of monolayer graphene. In Fig. 3d we plot the 
on-site energy U versus θ for κ =  4–20. As a reference, κ =  4 if we 
assume ε =  10ε0 and d is 40% of the moiré wavelength. For a range of 
possible values of κ it is therefore reasonable that U/W >  1 occurs near 
the magic angles and results in half-filling Mott-like gaps27. However, 
the realistic scenario is much more complicated than these simplistic 
estimates; a complete understanding requires detailed theoretical anal-
yses of the interactions responsible for the correlated gaps.

The Shubnikov–de Haas oscillation frequency fSdH (Fig. 3b) also 
supports the existence of Mott-like correlated gaps at half-filling. Near 
the charge neutrality point, the oscillation frequency closely follows 
fSdH =  φ0| n| /M where φ0 =  h/e is the flux quantum and M =  4 indicates 
the spin and valley degeneracies. However, at | n|  >  ns/2, we observe 
oscillation frequencies that corresponds to straight lines, fSdH =  φ0(| n|   
−  ns/2)/M, in which M has a reduced value of 2. Moreover, these lines 
extrapolate to zero exactly at the densities of the half-filling states, n =   
± ns/2. These oscillations point to small Fermi pockets that result from 
doping the half-filling states, which might originate from charged 
quasi particles near a Mott-like insulator phase29. The halved degener-
acy of the Fermi pockets might be related to the spin–charge separation 
that is predicted in a Mott insulator29. These results are also supported 
by Hall measurements at 0.3 K (Extended Data Fig. 4; see Methods for 
discussion), which show a ‘resetting’ of the Hall densities when the 
system is electrostatically doped beyond the Mott-like states.

The half-filling states at ± ns/2 are suppressed by the application 
of a magnetic field. In Fig. 4a, b we show that both insulating phases 
start to conduct at a perpendicular field of B =  4 T and recover normal 
conductance by B =  8 T. A similar effect is observed for an in-plane 
magnetic field (Extended Data Fig. 5d). The insensitivity to field  
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conductance G of magic-angle TBG device D1 with θ =  1.08° and 
T =  0.3 K. The Dirac point is located at n =  0. The lighter-shaded regions 
are superlattice gaps at carrier density n =  ± ns =  ± 2.7 ×  1012 cm−2. The 
darker-shaded regions denote half-filling states at ± ns/2. The inset shows 
the density locations of half-filling states in the four different devices. 
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values in the p-side (red) and n-side (blue) half-filling states in device 
D1. The dashed lines are fits of exp[− ∆/(2kT)] to the data, where 
∆ ≈  0.31 meV is the thermal activation gap. c, d, Temperature-dependent 
conductance of D1 for temperatures from about 0.3 K (black) to 1.7 K 
(orange) near the p-side (c) and n-side (d) half-filling states.
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FIG. 2. Driving superconductivity and correlated insulating states with pressure in device D2. (A) Conductance
of device D2 over the entire density range necessary to fill the moiré unit cell at 0 GPa (gray) and 2.21 GPa (green) at T =
300 mK. Correlated insulating phases are only very weakly resistive at 0 GPa, but develop into strongly insulating states at
high pressure. (Inset) Cartoon schematic illustrating the decrease in interlayer spacing of the tBLG under high pressure. (B)
Device conductance versus T�1 at �ns/2, normalized to its value at T = 25 K (acquired at the purple arrow in panel A).
(D) Device resistance versus T for hole doping slightly larger than �ns/2, normalized to its value at T = 4.5 K. The device
is a metal at 0 GPa, but becomes a superconductor at high pressure. The two curves at high pressure are taken at optimal
doping of the superconductor, and the curve at 0 GPa is taken at the same density as the 1.33 GPa curve (roughly at the
green arrow in panel A). (E) Tc of the superconducting phase for the three pressures measured. Tc is defined as the crossover
point between low and high temperature linear fits to the curves in (D). The upper bound for the 0 GPa curve represents the
base temperature of our fridge, however there are no signatures of developing superconductivity down to base temperature in
(D). (F) Energy gaps � of the correlated insulating phases extracted from the thermal activation measurements in (C), fit

according to G(T ) / e�
�

2kT , where k is the Boltzmann constant. Error bars in the gaps represent the uncertainty arising from
determining the linear (thermally activated) regime for the fit.

ductor. The second scenario is consistent with theoretical
predictions of unconventional pairing symmetry, includ-
ing d-wave pairing. Our results suggest that gate-tuned
Josephson junctions realized in more homogeneous de-
vices may prove a powerful tool for investigating the na-
ture of the superconductor and its relationship to the
correlated insulator.

Pressure tuning of correlated phases

The width of the flat bands in tBLG is determined by an
interplay between the momentum-space mismatch of the
Dirac cones between the graphene layers (set by the twist
angle) and the strength of the layer hybridization (set by
the interlayer spacing). The interlayer spacing can be
tuned by pressure [49] while leaving the interlayer rota-
tion fixed [51], and can therefore be used in lieu of precise
angle tuning to achieve the flat band condition [45, 46].

The gray curve in Fig. 2A shows the ambient-pressure
resistance R as a function of charge carrier density n
of device D2, with twist angle ✓ ⇡ 1.27�. We observe
strongly insulating states at full filling of the moiré unit
cell ±ns, as well as a resistive state at the charge neu-
trality point (CNP). Only very weak conductance min-
ima are observed at ±ns/2 and around ±3ns/4, sugges-
tive of incipient correlated insulating phases. The blue
curve shows the conductance of the same device upon
under 2.21 GPa of hydrostatic pressure. Strongly in-
sulating states at various rational fillings of the moiré
unit cell become evident — most notably at ±ns/2 and
+3ns/4, as well as more weakly at +ns/4 and �3ns/4.
Fig. 2B plots the conductance of the device at �ns/2 as
a function of temperature for the three values of pres-
sure we applied, illustrating the crossover from metallic

Yankowitz et al (2018)

Confirms correlated insulator and observes them at 1/4,3/4 filling

Pressure data supports continuum model: changing tunneling is 
equivalent to changing angle
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Dirac cones, GK = 4π/(3α) is the magnitude of the wavevector Γ–K  
of graphene, α = 0.246 nm is the lattice constant of graphene and  
ħ =  h/(2π ) is the reduced Planck constant, the lower of the hybri-
dized states is pushed to and crosses zero energy. A mathe matical  
derivation of the magic-angle condition6 gives the first magic angle, 
θ = / ≈ . °w ħv G3 ( ) 1 1magic

(1)
0 K . In Fig. 1c we show an ab initio tight- 

binding calculation16 of the band structure for θ =  1.08°. The flat bands 
(coloured blue) have a bandwidth of 12 meV for the E >  0 branch and 
2 meV for the E <  0 branch (where E is the band energy). From a 
band-theory point of view, the flat bands should have localized wave-
function profiles in real space. In Fig. 1h we show the local density of 
states calculated for the flat bands. The wavefunctions are indeed highly 
concentrated in the regions with AA stacking, whereas small but non-
zero amplitudes on the AB and BA regions connect the AA regions and 
endow the bands with weak dispersion6,15,18. A brief discussion about 
the topological structure of the bands near the first magic angle is given 
in Methods and Extended Data Fig. 1.

For the experiment, we fabricated high-quality encapsulated TBG 
devices with the twist angle controlled to an accuracy of about 0.1°–0.2° 
using a previously developed ‘tear and stack’ technique13,17,22. We meas-
ured four devices with twist angles near the first magic angle 
θ ≈ . °.1 1magic

(1)  In Fig. 2a we show the low-temperature two-probe  
conductance of device D1 as a function of carrier density n. For  
n ≈  ± ns =  ± 2.7 ×  1012 cm−2 (four electrons per moiré unit cell for 
θ =  1.08°), the conductance is zero over a wide range of densities. Here, 
ns refers to the density that is required to fill the mini Brillouin zone, 
accounting for spin and valley degeneracies (see Methods). These 
insulating states have been explained previously as hybridization- 
induced bandgaps above and below the lowest-energy superlattice 
bands, and are hereafter referred to as ‘superlattice gaps’13. The thermal 
activation gaps are measured to be about 40 meV (see Methods)13,17. 
The twist angle can be estimated from the density that is required to 
reach the superlattice gaps, which we find to be θ =  1.1° ±  0.1° for all 
of the devices reported here.

Another pair of insulating states occurs for a narrower density range, 
near half the superlattice density: n ≈  ± ns/2 =  ± 1.4 ×  1012 cm−2 (two 
electrons per moiré unit cell). These insulating states have a much 
smaller energy scale. This behaviour is markedly different from all 
other zero-field insulating behaviours reported previously, which 
occur at integer multiples of ± ns (refs 13, 17). We refer to the states that 
occur near ± ns/2 as ‘half-filling insulating states’. They are observed 
at roughly the same density for all four devices (Fig. 2a, inset). In  
Fig. 2b–d we show the conductance of the half-filling states in device 
D1 at different  temperatures. Above 4 K, the system behaves as a metal, 
exhibiting decreasing conductance with increasing temperature.  
A metal– insulator transition occurs at around 4 K. The conductance 
drops substantially from 4 K to 0.3 K, with the minimum value decreasing  
by 1.5 orders of magnitude. An Arrhenius fit yields a thermal acti-
vation gap of about 0.3 meV for the half-filling states, two orders of 
magnitude smaller than those of the superlattice gaps. At the lowest 
temperatures, the system can be limited by conduction through charge 
puddles, resulting in deviation from the Arrhenius fit.

To confirm the existence of the half-filling states, we performed 
capacitance measurements on device D2 using an a.c. low- temperature 
capacitance bridge (Extended Data Fig. 2)23. The real and imaginary 
components of the a.c. measurement provide information about the 
change in capacitance and the loss tangent of the device, respectively. 
The latter signal is tied to the dissipation in the device due to its 
 resistance23. Device D2 exhibits a reduction in capacitance and strong 
enhancement of dissipation at ± ns/2 (Fig. 3a), in agreement with an 
insulating phase that results from the suppression of the density of 
states. The insulating state at − ns/2 is weaker and visible only in the 
dissipation data. The observation of capacitance reduction (that is, 
suppression of density of states) for only the n-side half-filling state in 
this device may be due to an asymmetric band structure or the quality 
of the device. The reduction (enhancement) in capacitance (dissipa-
tion) vanishes when the device is warmed up from 0.3 K to about 2 K, 
consistent with the behaviour observed in transport measurements.
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Figure 1 | Electronic band structure of twisted bilayer graphene (TBG). 
a, Schematic of the TBG devices. The TBG is encapsulated in hexagonal 
boron nitride flakes with thicknesses of about 10–30 nm. The devices are 
fabricated on SiO2/Si substrates. The conductance is measured with a 
voltage bias of 100 µ V while varying the local bottom gate voltage Vg.  
‘S’ and ‘D’ are the source and drain contacts, respectively. b, The moiré 
pattern as seen in TBG. The moiré wavelength is λ =  a/[2sin(θ/2)], where 
a =  0.246 nm is the lattice constant of graphene and θ is the twist angle.  
c, The band energy E of magic-angle (θ =  1.08°) TBG calculated using an 
ab initio tight-binding method. The bands shown in blue are the flat bands 
that we study. d, The mini Brillouin zone is constructed from the 
difference between the two K (or K′ ) wavevectors for the two layers. 

Hybridization occurs between Dirac cones within each valley, whereas 
intervalley processes are strongly suppressed. Ks, ′K s, Ms and Γ s denote 
points in the mini Brillouin zone. e–g, Illustration of the effect of interlayer 
hybridization for w =  0 (e), θ≪w ħv k2 0  (f) and 2w ≈  ħv0kθ (g); 
v0 =  106 m s−1 is the Fermi velocity of graphene. h, Normalized local 
density of states (LDOS) calculated for the flat bands with E >  0 at 
θ =  1.08°. The electron density is strongly concentrated at the regions with 
AA stacking order, whereas it is mostly depleted at AB- and BA-stacked 
regions. See Extended Data Fig. 6 for the density of states versus energy at 
the same twist angle. i, Top view of a simplified model of the stacking 
order.
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Dirac cones, GK = 4π/(3α) is the magnitude of the wavevector Γ–K  
of graphene, α = 0.246 nm is the lattice constant of graphene and  
ħ =  h/(2π ) is the reduced Planck constant, the lower of the hybri-
dized states is pushed to and crosses zero energy. A mathe matical  
derivation of the magic-angle condition6 gives the first magic angle, 
θ = / ≈ . °w ħv G3 ( ) 1 1magic

(1)
0 K . In Fig. 1c we show an ab initio tight- 

binding calculation16 of the band structure for θ =  1.08°. The flat bands 
(coloured blue) have a bandwidth of 12 meV for the E >  0 branch and 
2 meV for the E <  0 branch (where E is the band energy). From a 
band-theory point of view, the flat bands should have localized wave-
function profiles in real space. In Fig. 1h we show the local density of 
states calculated for the flat bands. The wavefunctions are indeed highly 
concentrated in the regions with AA stacking, whereas small but non-
zero amplitudes on the AB and BA regions connect the AA regions and 
endow the bands with weak dispersion6,15,18. A brief discussion about 
the topological structure of the bands near the first magic angle is given 
in Methods and Extended Data Fig. 1.

For the experiment, we fabricated high-quality encapsulated TBG 
devices with the twist angle controlled to an accuracy of about 0.1°–0.2° 
using a previously developed ‘tear and stack’ technique13,17,22. We meas-
ured four devices with twist angles near the first magic angle 
θ ≈ . °.1 1magic

(1)  In Fig. 2a we show the low-temperature two-probe  
conductance of device D1 as a function of carrier density n. For  
n ≈  ± ns =  ± 2.7 ×  1012 cm−2 (four electrons per moiré unit cell for 
θ =  1.08°), the conductance is zero over a wide range of densities. Here, 
ns refers to the density that is required to fill the mini Brillouin zone, 
accounting for spin and valley degeneracies (see Methods). These 
insulating states have been explained previously as hybridization- 
induced bandgaps above and below the lowest-energy superlattice 
bands, and are hereafter referred to as ‘superlattice gaps’13. The thermal 
activation gaps are measured to be about 40 meV (see Methods)13,17. 
The twist angle can be estimated from the density that is required to 
reach the superlattice gaps, which we find to be θ =  1.1° ±  0.1° for all 
of the devices reported here.

Another pair of insulating states occurs for a narrower density range, 
near half the superlattice density: n ≈  ± ns/2 =  ± 1.4 ×  1012 cm−2 (two 
electrons per moiré unit cell). These insulating states have a much 
smaller energy scale. This behaviour is markedly different from all 
other zero-field insulating behaviours reported previously, which 
occur at integer multiples of ± ns (refs 13, 17). We refer to the states that 
occur near ± ns/2 as ‘half-filling insulating states’. They are observed 
at roughly the same density for all four devices (Fig. 2a, inset). In  
Fig. 2b–d we show the conductance of the half-filling states in device 
D1 at different  temperatures. Above 4 K, the system behaves as a metal, 
exhibiting decreasing conductance with increasing temperature.  
A metal– insulator transition occurs at around 4 K. The conductance 
drops substantially from 4 K to 0.3 K, with the minimum value decreasing  
by 1.5 orders of magnitude. An Arrhenius fit yields a thermal acti-
vation gap of about 0.3 meV for the half-filling states, two orders of 
magnitude smaller than those of the superlattice gaps. At the lowest 
temperatures, the system can be limited by conduction through charge 
puddles, resulting in deviation from the Arrhenius fit.

To confirm the existence of the half-filling states, we performed 
capacitance measurements on device D2 using an a.c. low- temperature 
capacitance bridge (Extended Data Fig. 2)23. The real and imaginary 
components of the a.c. measurement provide information about the 
change in capacitance and the loss tangent of the device, respectively. 
The latter signal is tied to the dissipation in the device due to its 
 resistance23. Device D2 exhibits a reduction in capacitance and strong 
enhancement of dissipation at ± ns/2 (Fig. 3a), in agreement with an 
insulating phase that results from the suppression of the density of 
states. The insulating state at − ns/2 is weaker and visible only in the 
dissipation data. The observation of capacitance reduction (that is, 
suppression of density of states) for only the n-side half-filling state in 
this device may be due to an asymmetric band structure or the quality 
of the device. The reduction (enhancement) in capacitance (dissipa-
tion) vanishes when the device is warmed up from 0.3 K to about 2 K, 
consistent with the behaviour observed in transport measurements.
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Figure 1 | Electronic band structure of twisted bilayer graphene (TBG). 
a, Schematic of the TBG devices. The TBG is encapsulated in hexagonal 
boron nitride flakes with thicknesses of about 10–30 nm. The devices are 
fabricated on SiO2/Si substrates. The conductance is measured with a 
voltage bias of 100 µ V while varying the local bottom gate voltage Vg.  
‘S’ and ‘D’ are the source and drain contacts, respectively. b, The moiré 
pattern as seen in TBG. The moiré wavelength is λ =  a/[2sin(θ/2)], where 
a =  0.246 nm is the lattice constant of graphene and θ is the twist angle.  
c, The band energy E of magic-angle (θ =  1.08°) TBG calculated using an 
ab initio tight-binding method. The bands shown in blue are the flat bands 
that we study. d, The mini Brillouin zone is constructed from the 
difference between the two K (or K′ ) wavevectors for the two layers. 

Hybridization occurs between Dirac cones within each valley, whereas 
intervalley processes are strongly suppressed. Ks, ′K s, Ms and Γ s denote 
points in the mini Brillouin zone. e–g, Illustration of the effect of interlayer 
hybridization for w =  0 (e), θ≪w ħv k2 0  (f) and 2w ≈  ħv0kθ (g); 
v0 =  106 m s−1 is the Fermi velocity of graphene. h, Normalized local 
density of states (LDOS) calculated for the flat bands with E >  0 at 
θ =  1.08°. The electron density is strongly concentrated at the regions with 
AA stacking order, whereas it is mostly depleted at AB- and BA-stacked 
regions. See Extended Data Fig. 6 for the density of states versus energy at 
the same twist angle. i, Top view of a simplified model of the stacking 
order.

© 2018 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.
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Would naturally explain correlated insulators at 
integer filling.  Are they Mott-like?
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proximity effects. The carrier density n is tuned by applying a voltage 
to a Pd/Au bottom gate electrode. In Fig. 1b we show the longitudi-
nal resistance Rxx as a function of temperature for two magic-angle 
devices, M1 and M2, with twist angles of 1.16° and 1.05°, respectively. 
At the lowest temperature studied of 70 mK, both devices show zero 
resistance, and therefore a superconducting state. The critical temper-
ature Tc as calculated using a resistance of 50% of the ‘normal’-state 
(non-superconducting) value is approximately 1.7 K and 0.5 K for the 
two devices that we studied in detail. In Fig. 1c, d we show a single- 
particle band structure and density of states (DOS) near the charge 
neutrality point calculated for θ = 1.05°. The superconductivity in both 
devices occurs when the Fermi energy EF is tuned away from charge 
neutrality (EF = 0) to be near half-filling of the lower flat band (EF < 0, 
as indicated in Fig. 1d). The DOS within the energy scale of the flat 
bands is more than three orders of magnitudes higher than that of 
two uncoupled graphene sheets, owing to the reduction of the Fermi 
velocity and the increase in localization that occurs near the magic 
angle. However, the energy at which the DOS peaks does not gener-
ally coincide with the density that is required to half-fill the bands. 
In addition, we did not observe any appreciable superconductivity 
when the Fermi energy was tuned into the flat conduction bands 
(EF > 0). In Fig. 1e we show the current–voltage (I–Vxx, where Vxx 
is the four-probe voltage, as defined in Fig. 1a) curves of device M2 
at different temperatures. We observe typical behaviour for a two- 
dimensional superconductor. The inset shows a tentative fit of the 
same data to a Vxx ∝ I3 power law, as is predicted in a Berezinskii–
Kosterlitz–Thouless transition in two-dimensional superconductors23. 
This analysis yields a Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–Thouless transition tem-
perature of TBKT ≈ 1.0 K at n = −1.44 × 1012 cm−2, where, as before, 

n is the carrier density induced by the gate and measured from the 
charge neutrality point (which is different from the actual carrier  
density involved in transport, as we show below).

In contrast to other known two-dimensional and layered super-
conductors, the superconductivity in magic-angle TBG requires the 
application of only a small gate voltage, corresponding to a minimal 
density of only 1.2 × 1012 cm−2 from charge neutrality, an order of mag-
nitude lower than the value of 1.5 × 1013 cm−2 in LaAlO3/SrTiO3 inter-
faces and of 7 × 1013 cm−2 in electrochemically doped MoS2, among 
others24. Therefore, gate-tunable superconductivity can be realized 
in a high-mobility system without the need for ionic-liquid gating or 
chemical doping. In Fig. 2a we show the two-probe conductance of 
device M1 versus n at zero magnetic field and at a 0.4-T perpendic-
ular magnetic field. Near the charge neutrality point (n = 0), a typical 
V-shaped conductance is observed, which originates from the renor-
malized Dirac cones of the TBG band structure. The insulating states 
centred at approximately ±3.2 × 1012 cm−2 (which corresponds to ns 
for θ = 1.16°) are due to single-particle bandgaps in the band structure 
that correspond to filling ±4 electrons in each superlattice unit cell. In 
between, there are conductance minima at ±2 and ±3 electrons per 
unit cell. These minima are associated with many-body gaps induced by 
the competition between the Coulomb energy and the reduced kinetic 
energy due to confinement of the electronic state in the superlattice 
near the magic angle; these gaps give rise to insulating behaviour near 
the integer fillings18. One possible mechanism for the gaps is similar 
to the gap mechanism in Mott insulators, but with an extra two-fold 
degeneracy (for the case of ±2 electrons) from the valleys in the origi-
nal graphene Brillouin zone17,18,25,26. In the vicinity of −2 electrons 
per unit cell (n ≈ −1.3 × 1012 cm−2 to n ≈ −1.9 × 1012 cm−2) and at a 
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Figure 2 | Gate-tunable superconductivity in magic-angle TBG. 
a, Two-probe conductance G2 = I/Vbias of device M1 (θ = 1.16°) measured 
in zero magnetic field (red) and at a perpendicular field of B⊥ = 0.4 T 
(blue). The curves exhibit the typical V-shaped conductance near charge 
neutrality (n = 0, vertical purple dotted line) and insulating states at the 
superlattice bandgaps n = ±ns, which correspond to filling ±4 electrons 
in each moiré unit cell (blue and red bars). They also exhibit reduced 
conductance at intermediate integer fillings of the superlattice owing to 
Coulomb interactions (other coloured bars). Near a filling of −2 electrons 
per unit cell, there is considerable conductance enhancement at zero field 
that is suppressed in B⊥ = 0.4 T. This enhancement signals the onset of 

superconductivity. Measurements were conducted at 70 mK; Vbias = 10 µV. 
b, Four-probe resistance Rxx, measured at densities corresponding to 
the region bounded by pink dashed lines in a, versus temperature. Two 
superconducting domes are observed next to the half-filling state, which 
is labelled ‘Mott’ and centred around −ns/2 = −1.58 × 1012 cm−2. The 
remaining regions in the diagram are labelled as ‘metal’ owing to the 
metallic temperature dependence. The highest critical temperature 
observed in device M1 is Tc = 0.5 K (at 50% of the normal-state resistance). 
c, As in b, but for device M2, showing two asymmetric and overlapping 
domes. The highest critical temperature in this device is Tc = 1.7 K.
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proximity effects. The carrier density n is tuned by applying a voltage 
to a Pd/Au bottom gate electrode. In Fig. 1b we show the longitudi-
nal resistance Rxx as a function of temperature for two magic-angle 
devices, M1 and M2, with twist angles of 1.16° and 1.05°, respectively. 
At the lowest temperature studied of 70 mK, both devices show zero 
resistance, and therefore a superconducting state. The critical temper-
ature Tc as calculated using a resistance of 50% of the ‘normal’-state 
(non-superconducting) value is approximately 1.7 K and 0.5 K for the 
two devices that we studied in detail. In Fig. 1c, d we show a single- 
particle band structure and density of states (DOS) near the charge 
neutrality point calculated for θ = 1.05°. The superconductivity in both 
devices occurs when the Fermi energy EF is tuned away from charge 
neutrality (EF = 0) to be near half-filling of the lower flat band (EF < 0, 
as indicated in Fig. 1d). The DOS within the energy scale of the flat 
bands is more than three orders of magnitudes higher than that of 
two uncoupled graphene sheets, owing to the reduction of the Fermi 
velocity and the increase in localization that occurs near the magic 
angle. However, the energy at which the DOS peaks does not gener-
ally coincide with the density that is required to half-fill the bands. 
In addition, we did not observe any appreciable superconductivity 
when the Fermi energy was tuned into the flat conduction bands 
(EF > 0). In Fig. 1e we show the current–voltage (I–Vxx, where Vxx 
is the four-probe voltage, as defined in Fig. 1a) curves of device M2 
at different temperatures. We observe typical behaviour for a two- 
dimensional superconductor. The inset shows a tentative fit of the 
same data to a Vxx ∝ I3 power law, as is predicted in a Berezinskii–
Kosterlitz–Thouless transition in two-dimensional superconductors23. 
This analysis yields a Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–Thouless transition tem-
perature of TBKT ≈ 1.0 K at n = −1.44 × 1012 cm−2, where, as before, 

n is the carrier density induced by the gate and measured from the 
charge neutrality point (which is different from the actual carrier  
density involved in transport, as we show below).

In contrast to other known two-dimensional and layered super-
conductors, the superconductivity in magic-angle TBG requires the 
application of only a small gate voltage, corresponding to a minimal 
density of only 1.2 × 1012 cm−2 from charge neutrality, an order of mag-
nitude lower than the value of 1.5 × 1013 cm−2 in LaAlO3/SrTiO3 inter-
faces and of 7 × 1013 cm−2 in electrochemically doped MoS2, among 
others24. Therefore, gate-tunable superconductivity can be realized 
in a high-mobility system without the need for ionic-liquid gating or 
chemical doping. In Fig. 2a we show the two-probe conductance of 
device M1 versus n at zero magnetic field and at a 0.4-T perpendic-
ular magnetic field. Near the charge neutrality point (n = 0), a typical 
V-shaped conductance is observed, which originates from the renor-
malized Dirac cones of the TBG band structure. The insulating states 
centred at approximately ±3.2 × 1012 cm−2 (which corresponds to ns 
for θ = 1.16°) are due to single-particle bandgaps in the band structure 
that correspond to filling ±4 electrons in each superlattice unit cell. In 
between, there are conductance minima at ±2 and ±3 electrons per 
unit cell. These minima are associated with many-body gaps induced by 
the competition between the Coulomb energy and the reduced kinetic 
energy due to confinement of the electronic state in the superlattice 
near the magic angle; these gaps give rise to insulating behaviour near 
the integer fillings18. One possible mechanism for the gaps is similar 
to the gap mechanism in Mott insulators, but with an extra two-fold 
degeneracy (for the case of ±2 electrons) from the valleys in the origi-
nal graphene Brillouin zone17,18,25,26. In the vicinity of −2 electrons 
per unit cell (n ≈ −1.3 × 1012 cm−2 to n ≈ −1.9 × 1012 cm−2) and at a 
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Figure 2 | Gate-tunable superconductivity in magic-angle TBG. 
a, Two-probe conductance G2 = I/Vbias of device M1 (θ = 1.16°) measured 
in zero magnetic field (red) and at a perpendicular field of B⊥ = 0.4 T 
(blue). The curves exhibit the typical V-shaped conductance near charge 
neutrality (n = 0, vertical purple dotted line) and insulating states at the 
superlattice bandgaps n = ±ns, which correspond to filling ±4 electrons 
in each moiré unit cell (blue and red bars). They also exhibit reduced 
conductance at intermediate integer fillings of the superlattice owing to 
Coulomb interactions (other coloured bars). Near a filling of −2 electrons 
per unit cell, there is considerable conductance enhancement at zero field 
that is suppressed in B⊥ = 0.4 T. This enhancement signals the onset of 

superconductivity. Measurements were conducted at 70 mK; Vbias = 10 µV. 
b, Four-probe resistance Rxx, measured at densities corresponding to 
the region bounded by pink dashed lines in a, versus temperature. Two 
superconducting domes are observed next to the half-filling state, which 
is labelled ‘Mott’ and centred around −ns/2 = −1.58 × 1012 cm−2. The 
remaining regions in the diagram are labelled as ‘metal’ owing to the 
metallic temperature dependence. The highest critical temperature 
observed in device M1 is Tc = 0.5 K (at 50% of the normal-state resistance). 
c, As in b, but for device M2, showing two asymmetric and overlapping 
domes. The highest critical temperature in this device is Tc = 1.7 K.
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corresponds to full-filling of each set of degenerate superlattice bands, 
where θ≈ /A a3 (2 )2 2  is the area of the moiré unit cell, a = 0.246 nm 
is the lattice constant of the underlying graphene lattice and θ is the 
twist angle. In Supplementary Video, we present an animation of the 
way in which the band structure in the mini Brillouin zone of TBG 
evolves as the twist angle varies from θ = 3° to θ = 0.8°, calculated using 
a continuum model for one valley12.

Special angles, namely the ‘magic angles’, exist, at which the Fermi 
velocity drops to zero; the first magic angle is predicted12 to be 
θmagic

(1)  ≈ 1.1°. Near this twist angle, the energy bands near charge neu-
trality, which are separated from other bands by single-particle gaps, 
become remarkably flat. The typical energy scale for the entire band-
width is about 5–10 meV (Fig. 1c)12,18. Experimentally confirmed con-
sequences of the flatness of these bands are high effective mass in the 
flat bands (as observed in quantum oscillations) and correlated insu-
lating states at half-filling of these bands, corresponding to n = ±ns/2, 
where n = CVg/e is the carrier density defined by the gate voltage Vg (C 
is the gate capacitance per unit area and e is the electron charge)18. 
These insulating states are a result of the competition between Coulomb 

energy and quantum kinetic energy, which gives rise to a correlated 
insulator at half-filling that has characteristics consistent with Mott-like 
insulator behaviour18. The doping density that is required to reach the 
Mott-like insulating states is ns/2 ≈ (1.2–1.6) × 1012 cm−2, depending 
on the exact twist angle. Here we report transport data that clearly 
demonstrate that superconductivity is achieved as the material is doped 
slightly away from the Mott-like insulating state in magic-angle TBG. 
We observed superconductivity across multiple devices with slightly 
different twist angles, with the highest critical temperature that we 
achieved being 1.7 K.

Superconductivity in magic-angle TBG
In Fig. 1a we show the typical device structure of fully encapsulated 
TBG devices. The two sheets of graphene originate from the same 
exfoliated flake, which permits a relative twist angle that is controlled 
precisely to within about 0.1°–0.2° (refs 17, 20, 21). The encapsulated 
TBG stack is etched into a ‘Hall’ bar and contacted from the edges22. 
Electrical contacts are made from non-superconducting materials 
(thermally evaporated Au on a Cr sticking layer) to avoid any potential 
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Figure 1 | Two-dimensional superconductivity in a graphene 
superlattice. a, Schematic of a typical twisted bilayer graphene 
(TBG) device and the four-probe (Vxx, Vg, I and the bias voltage Vbias) 
measurement scheme. The stack consists of hexagonal boron nitride 
on the top and bottom, with two graphene bilayers (G1, G2) twisted 
relative to each other in between. The electron density is tuned by a 
metal gate beneath the bottom hexagonal boron nitride layer. b, Four-
probe resistance Rxx = Vxx/I (Vxx and I are defined in a) measured in two 
devices M1 and M2, which have twist angles of θ = 1.16° and θ = 1.05°, 
respectively. The inset shows an optical image of device M1, including the 
main ‘Hall’ bar (dark brown), electrical contact (gold), back gate (light 
green) and SiO2/Si substrate (dark grey). c, The band energy E of TBG  
at θ = 1.05° in the first mini Brillouin zone of the superlattice. The  
bands near charge neutrality (E = 0) have energies of less than 15 meV.  

d, The DOS corresponding to the bands shown in c, for energies of  
−10 to +10 meV (blue; θ = 1.05°). For comparison, the purple lines show 
the total DOS of two sheets of freestanding graphene without interlayer 
interaction (multiplied by 103). The red dashed line shows the Fermi 
energy EF at half-filling of the lower branch (E < 0) of the flat bands, 
which corresponds to a density of n = −ns/2, where ns is the superlattice 
density (defined in the main text). The superconductivity is observed 
near this half-filled state. e, Current–voltage (Vxx–I) curves for device 
M2 measured at n = −1.44 × 1012 cm−2 and various temperatures. At 
the lowest temperature of 70 mK, the curves indicate a critical current 
of approximately 50 nA. The inset shows the same data on a logarithmic 
scale, which is typically used to extract the Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–
Thouless transition temperature (TBKT = 1.0 K in this case), by fitting to a 
Vxx ∝ I3 power law (blue dashed line).
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proximity effects. The carrier density n is tuned by applying a voltage 
to a Pd/Au bottom gate electrode. In Fig. 1b we show the longitudi-
nal resistance Rxx as a function of temperature for two magic-angle 
devices, M1 and M2, with twist angles of 1.16° and 1.05°, respectively. 
At the lowest temperature studied of 70 mK, both devices show zero 
resistance, and therefore a superconducting state. The critical temper-
ature Tc as calculated using a resistance of 50% of the ‘normal’-state 
(non-superconducting) value is approximately 1.7 K and 0.5 K for the 
two devices that we studied in detail. In Fig. 1c, d we show a single- 
particle band structure and density of states (DOS) near the charge 
neutrality point calculated for θ = 1.05°. The superconductivity in both 
devices occurs when the Fermi energy EF is tuned away from charge 
neutrality (EF = 0) to be near half-filling of the lower flat band (EF < 0, 
as indicated in Fig. 1d). The DOS within the energy scale of the flat 
bands is more than three orders of magnitudes higher than that of 
two uncoupled graphene sheets, owing to the reduction of the Fermi 
velocity and the increase in localization that occurs near the magic 
angle. However, the energy at which the DOS peaks does not gener-
ally coincide with the density that is required to half-fill the bands. 
In addition, we did not observe any appreciable superconductivity 
when the Fermi energy was tuned into the flat conduction bands 
(EF > 0). In Fig. 1e we show the current–voltage (I–Vxx, where Vxx 
is the four-probe voltage, as defined in Fig. 1a) curves of device M2 
at different temperatures. We observe typical behaviour for a two- 
dimensional superconductor. The inset shows a tentative fit of the 
same data to a Vxx ∝ I3 power law, as is predicted in a Berezinskii–
Kosterlitz–Thouless transition in two-dimensional superconductors23. 
This analysis yields a Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–Thouless transition tem-
perature of TBKT ≈ 1.0 K at n = −1.44 × 1012 cm−2, where, as before, 

n is the carrier density induced by the gate and measured from the 
charge neutrality point (which is different from the actual carrier  
density involved in transport, as we show below).

In contrast to other known two-dimensional and layered super-
conductors, the superconductivity in magic-angle TBG requires the 
application of only a small gate voltage, corresponding to a minimal 
density of only 1.2 × 1012 cm−2 from charge neutrality, an order of mag-
nitude lower than the value of 1.5 × 1013 cm−2 in LaAlO3/SrTiO3 inter-
faces and of 7 × 1013 cm−2 in electrochemically doped MoS2, among 
others24. Therefore, gate-tunable superconductivity can be realized 
in a high-mobility system without the need for ionic-liquid gating or 
chemical doping. In Fig. 2a we show the two-probe conductance of 
device M1 versus n at zero magnetic field and at a 0.4-T perpendic-
ular magnetic field. Near the charge neutrality point (n = 0), a typical 
V-shaped conductance is observed, which originates from the renor-
malized Dirac cones of the TBG band structure. The insulating states 
centred at approximately ±3.2 × 1012 cm−2 (which corresponds to ns 
for θ = 1.16°) are due to single-particle bandgaps in the band structure 
that correspond to filling ±4 electrons in each superlattice unit cell. In 
between, there are conductance minima at ±2 and ±3 electrons per 
unit cell. These minima are associated with many-body gaps induced by 
the competition between the Coulomb energy and the reduced kinetic 
energy due to confinement of the electronic state in the superlattice 
near the magic angle; these gaps give rise to insulating behaviour near 
the integer fillings18. One possible mechanism for the gaps is similar 
to the gap mechanism in Mott insulators, but with an extra two-fold 
degeneracy (for the case of ±2 electrons) from the valleys in the origi-
nal graphene Brillouin zone17,18,25,26. In the vicinity of −2 electrons 
per unit cell (n ≈ −1.3 × 1012 cm−2 to n ≈ −1.9 × 1012 cm−2) and at a 
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Figure 2 | Gate-tunable superconductivity in magic-angle TBG. 
a, Two-probe conductance G2 = I/Vbias of device M1 (θ = 1.16°) measured 
in zero magnetic field (red) and at a perpendicular field of B⊥ = 0.4 T 
(blue). The curves exhibit the typical V-shaped conductance near charge 
neutrality (n = 0, vertical purple dotted line) and insulating states at the 
superlattice bandgaps n = ±ns, which correspond to filling ±4 electrons 
in each moiré unit cell (blue and red bars). They also exhibit reduced 
conductance at intermediate integer fillings of the superlattice owing to 
Coulomb interactions (other coloured bars). Near a filling of −2 electrons 
per unit cell, there is considerable conductance enhancement at zero field 
that is suppressed in B⊥ = 0.4 T. This enhancement signals the onset of 

superconductivity. Measurements were conducted at 70 mK; Vbias = 10 µV. 
b, Four-probe resistance Rxx, measured at densities corresponding to 
the region bounded by pink dashed lines in a, versus temperature. Two 
superconducting domes are observed next to the half-filling state, which 
is labelled ‘Mott’ and centred around −ns/2 = −1.58 × 1012 cm−2. The 
remaining regions in the diagram are labelled as ‘metal’ owing to the 
metallic temperature dependence. The highest critical temperature 
observed in device M1 is Tc = 0.5 K (at 50% of the normal-state resistance). 
c, As in b, but for device M2, showing two asymmetric and overlapping 
domes. The highest critical temperature in this device is Tc = 1.7 K.
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FIG. 1. Superconductivity in device D1. (A) Schematic of an all van der Waals tBLG heterostructure. tBLG is
encapsulated between flakes of BN, with encapsulating flakes of few-layer graphite (FLG) acting as gates. (B) Temperature
dependence of device D1 over the density range necessary to fill the moiré unit cell, n 2 [�ns, ns]. The resistance drops to zero
over a finite range of n for electron (n > ns/2) and hole (n < �n2/2) doping . (C) Resistance as a function of temperature at
optimal doping of the hole- and electron-doped superconductors in blue and red, respectively. (D) Resistance of device D1 as a
function of displacement field. At �ns/2 an insulating phase develops at positive D, while a superconducting phase develops at
negative D. (E-G) Fraunhofer-like quantum interferences of the critical current, arising from one or more Josephson weak links
within the sample, measured at: (E) n = �2.03⇥1012 cm�2 and D = +0.61 V/nm, (F) n = �1.76⇥1012 cm�2 and D = �0.59
V/nm and (G) n = �1.52 ⇥ 1012 cm�2 and D = �0.17 V/nm. A ⇡-junction is observed in (G). The probe temperature T ⇡
10 mK for all data sets unless otherwise noted.

ers [49]. In the superconducting phase, the critical tem-
perature Tc increases above 3 K at ⇠1.3 GPa and then
diminishes with further pressure. The optimal pressure
observed at this angle is in excellent agreement with the-
oretical e↵orts to model the relationship between band-
width and interlayer spacing [45, 46], establishing layer
compression as a viable route to engineer the bandwidth
in this system. Moreover, this device shows much higher
homogeneity, revealing new details about the interplay of
superconducting and insulating states. High resolution
magnetoresistance oscillations in this device lend new in-
sights into the structure of the flat electronic band and
its relationship to the observed correlated states.

Flat band physics in an all van der Waals tBLG

device

Fig. 1A shows a schematic of our device structure. We
fabricate BN-encapsulated tBLG using the “tear and
stack” method to control the graphene alignment [50],

and additionally include top and bottom graphite gates.
This all-van der Waals device geometry has previously
been shown to significantly increase charge homogeneity
as compared with the evaporated metal or degenerately
doped silicon gates [48]. Our devices typically exhibit
low charge carrier inhomogeneity of �n < 2⇥ 1010 cm�2

measured by the full width at half maximum of the re-
sistance peak at the charge neutrality point (CNP). The
low sample disorder is further confirmed by the emer-
gence of fractional quantum Hall states at magnetic fields
as low as ⇠4 T [51]. The dual-gate structure also al-
lows us to independently tune the charge carrier density
and transverse displacement field, and experimentally in-
vestigate the e↵ects of interlayer bias on the correlated
states [1, 47, 52].

Fig. 1B shows the density-dependent resistance of de-
vice D1, with interlayer twist angle ✓ ⇡ 1.14�, plotted
over the full density range of the flat band. We iden-

5

FIG. 3. Phase diagram of tBLG in device D2. (A) Device resistance over a small range of carrier density near �ns/2
versus T . An insulating phase at �ns/2 neighbors a superconducting pocket at slightly larger hole doping. A metallic phase
separates the two [51], but is obscured by a region of artificially negative resistance in the contacts used for this measurement
(colored in white). (B) Similar map as a function of B. (C) Resistance as a function of T at 2.21 GPa at �ns/2 (red) and
at optimal doping of the superconductor (blue). (D) Map of dV/dI versus Idc and B. The map is acquired using di↵erent
contacts from panels (A) and (B), and exhibits a lower upper critical field Hc2. n = �2.1⇥ 1012 cm�2 and T = 300 mK.

to insulating behavior under pressure and consistent with
pressure-induced bandwidth tuning.

In addition to strong insulating phases, we also ob-
serve a pressure-induced emergence of superconductiv-
ity. For hole doping slightly beyond �ns/2, the device
exhibits metallic temperature dependence under ambient
pressure but superconducting behavior at high pressure,
with the resistance rapidly dropping to the experimen-
tal noise floor of ⇠10 ⌦ (Fig. 2C). Fig. 2D shows Tc

of the superconducting phase as a function of pressure.
Tc is highest at 1.33 GPa. Similarly, thermal activation
gaps for the correlated insulating phases at ±ns/2 and
+3ns/4 are all largest at 1.33 GPa (Fig. 2D). The pres-
sure corresponding to minimal bandwidth is expected to
depend on twist angle. Our observation that both insu-
lating and superconducting states are strongest near 1.33
GPa for a ⇠1.27� twist angle is quantitatively consistent
with recent theoretical predictions for this system which
suggest the minimum bandwidth arises around 1.3 to 1.5
GPa [45, 46].

Figs. 3A and B plot the device resistance around�ns/2

as a function of temperature T and magnetic field B,
respectively, under a pressure of 1.33 GPa. We ob-
serve a state with strongly insulating temperature de-
pendence at �ns/2, with a pocket of superconductivity
at slightly larger hole doping and metallic behavior at
slightly smaller hole doping. Our results di↵er from those
of our device D1 and of the devices reported in Ref. 6
in several ways. First, the device resistance in Fig. 3A
grows quickly as the temperature is lowered, while in
prior devices it drops towards zero (e.g., for negative val-
ues of D for device D1). Second, we observe a pocket
of superconductivity only for n < �ns/2. Prior devices
additionally exhibit superconductivity for n > �ns/2,
with pockets showing comparable Tc reported in Ref. 6.
Third, we find evidence for a metallic phase separating
the superconducting and insulating phases. While this is
partially obscured in Fig. 3A by an anomalous region of
apparent negative resistance in this region arising from a
measurement artifact (colored in white), measurements
using other contacts (as well similar measurements at
2.21 GPa) exhibit more clear evidence of the metallic
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U>>t : Mott insulators at n/ns = ±1,2,3

Superexchange:

2

FIG. 1: a. The center of a unit cell of a bilayer graphene
moiré superlattice, where Wannier states are peaked in the
flat band. In this region there is AA stacking of the two
layers, and coordinates referred to in the text are defined as
shown. b. Independent single-particle states are built from
momenta near each of the two valleys shown as dark dots in
the microscopic Brillouin zone corners, and these become the
two orbitals in the Hubbard model of Eq. (1).

using the standard perturbation theory based on the
Hubbard model Eq. 1:

HJ = J
X

hiji

15X

a=1

T̂ a
i T̂

a
j , (2)

where T̂ a
i = c†i,↵T

a
↵�ci,� , c†i↵ci↵ = n̄ and T a

↵� with
a = 1, · · · 15 are fifteen 4 ⇥ 4 Hermitian matrices that
form the fundamental representation of the SU(4) Lie-
algebra (we choose TrT aT b = 4�ab). The SU(4) spin
model Eq. 2 itself is already an interesting subject to
study, and compared with SU(2) spin systems, it is more
likely to support exotic spin liquid ground states [8–19].
But in this work we will focus on the superconductor
phase next to the Mott insulator after doping.

The Heisenberg interaction in Eq. 2 can be rewritten
in a di↵erent form (a Fierz identity[20]):

HJ = J
X

hiji
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⇣
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⌘†
· ~�ij +
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ij

�† ·��
ij

�
, (3)

where we defined the 6 component ~�ij = ~�ji and 10
component ��

ij = ���
ji pairing fields symmetric and

anti-symmetric, respectively, in i $ j. Obviously, the
anti-ferromagnetic interactions (J > 0) appropriate near
half-filling favor condensing the operators ~�ij , which are
“even parity” in this sense, and we henceforth neglect the
odd parity channel. In fact, ~�ij transforms as an SO(6)
vector (SU(4)⇠SO(6)), when written in an appropriate
basis:

~�ij = cti
�
�32, i�02,�12, i�23,�20, i�21

�
cj , (4)

where �ab = �a ⌦ �b, �0 = 12⇥2. The first and
second Pauli matrices in the tensor product operate

on the spin and valley spaces, respectively. The six-
component vector �a can be decomposed into a three
component spin-triplet and orbital-singlet pairing vector
� =

�
�1,�2,�3

�
, and another three component spin-

singlet and orbital-triplet pairing vector
�
�4,�5,�6

�
.

With the SU(4) symmetry of Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, these two
sets of three-component vectors are exactly degenerate.
Upon doping (for instance hole-doping), one can turn

on a kinetic term on Eq. 3, and the large U limit be-
comes a t-J model with a projection that prohibits more
than two particles per site. In an intermediate coupling
scenario we can simply add HJ to the Hamiltonian to
represent the e↵ects of antiferromagnetic fluctuations.
Then a standard mean field theory leads to a condensate
of ~�ij , i.e. superconductivity. Due to Fermi statistics,
this even parity pairing is antisymmetric in SU(4) flavor
space, which is the essence of superexchange that favors
antiferromagnetism. Amongst the even parity channels,
s�wave pairing is penalized by the large on-site Hub-
bard U interaction, and we expect d�wave pairing to
be favored. Previous studies for SU(2) superconductors
on the triangular lattice found that, to ensure the entire
Fermi surface is gapped, dx2�y2 + idxy pairing is often
favored [21–27].
Now let us consider the e↵ects of SU(4) symmetry-

breaking perturbations to the Hubbard model. Signifi-
cant e↵ects arise from interactions, which are analogous
to Kanamori terms multi-orbital Hubbard systems. As
is usually the case for transition metal ions, we assume
that the most important of these is the Hunds coupling

Hh = �V
X

j

(Sj)
2
, (5)

where V > 0 and Sj is the total spin on site j. The
Hunds coupling Hh is expected to further prefer the
three-component spin-triplet and orbital singlet pairing
vector � over the other three components of the SO(6)
vector ~�. To see this, consider two nearest neighbor sites
that are both doped with one hole, i.e. each site is occu-
pied by one electron, at second order perturbation theory
in t/U . Suppose the two electrons form a spin-singlet
and orbital triplet state, then the virtual intermediate
state contains one doubly occupied site which increases
the energy relative to two singly occupied sites by 2U ;
while if the two electrons form a spin-triplet state, then
the virtual intermediate state has energy 2U�2V , which
is lower than the previous case due to the Hunds interac-
tion Eq. 5 (Fig. 2). Thus the Hunds coupling will select
the spin-triplet and orbital-singlet components from the
SO(6) vector ~�, and the energy splitting is at the or-
der of ⇠ t2/(2U � 2V ) � t2/(2U) ⇠ V t2/(2U2). The
analysis of the electron-doped case leads to the same
conclusion. Instead of the two site argument, one may
alternatively just consider the modification of the super-
exchange interaction of Eq. (3) by the V term. This

SU(4) spins on triangular lattice.
n.b. for n/ns = 2, this is not the fundamental 
representation, but the 6-dimensional self-
conjugate one
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FIG. 1: a. The center of a unit cell of a bilayer graphene
moiré superlattice, where Wannier states are peaked in the
flat band. In this region there is AA stacking of the two
layers, and coordinates referred to in the text are defined as
shown. b. Independent single-particle states are built from
momenta near each of the two valleys shown as dark dots in
the microscopic Brillouin zone corners, and these become the
two orbitals in the Hubbard model of Eq. (1).

using the standard perturbation theory based on the
Hubbard model Eq. 1:

HJ = J
X

hiji

15X
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T̂ a
i T̂
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where T̂ a
i = c†i,↵T

a
↵�ci,� , c†i↵ci↵ = n̄ and T a

↵� with
a = 1, · · · 15 are fifteen 4 ⇥ 4 Hermitian matrices that
form the fundamental representation of the SU(4) Lie-
algebra (we choose TrT aT b = 4�ab). The SU(4) spin
model Eq. 2 itself is already an interesting subject to
study, and compared with SU(2) spin systems, it is more
likely to support exotic spin liquid ground states [8–19].
But in this work we will focus on the superconductor
phase next to the Mott insulator after doping.

The Heisenberg interaction in Eq. 2 can be rewritten
in a di↵erent form (a Fierz identity[20]):

HJ = J
X
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where we defined the 6 component ~�ij = ~�ji and 10
component ��

ij = ���
ji pairing fields symmetric and

anti-symmetric, respectively, in i $ j. Obviously, the
anti-ferromagnetic interactions (J > 0) appropriate near
half-filling favor condensing the operators ~�ij , which are
“even parity” in this sense, and we henceforth neglect the
odd parity channel. In fact, ~�ij transforms as an SO(6)
vector (SU(4)⇠SO(6)), when written in an appropriate
basis:

~�ij = cti
�
�32, i�02,�12, i�23,�20, i�21

�
cj , (4)

where �ab = �a ⌦ �b, �0 = 12⇥2. The first and
second Pauli matrices in the tensor product operate

on the spin and valley spaces, respectively. The six-
component vector �a can be decomposed into a three
component spin-triplet and orbital-singlet pairing vector
� =

�
�1,�2,�3

�
, and another three component spin-

singlet and orbital-triplet pairing vector
�
�4,�5,�6

�
.

With the SU(4) symmetry of Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, these two
sets of three-component vectors are exactly degenerate.
Upon doping (for instance hole-doping), one can turn

on a kinetic term on Eq. 3, and the large U limit be-
comes a t-J model with a projection that prohibits more
than two particles per site. In an intermediate coupling
scenario we can simply add HJ to the Hamiltonian to
represent the e↵ects of antiferromagnetic fluctuations.
Then a standard mean field theory leads to a condensate
of ~�ij , i.e. superconductivity. Due to Fermi statistics,
this even parity pairing is antisymmetric in SU(4) flavor
space, which is the essence of superexchange that favors
antiferromagnetism. Amongst the even parity channels,
s�wave pairing is penalized by the large on-site Hub-
bard U interaction, and we expect d�wave pairing to
be favored. Previous studies for SU(2) superconductors
on the triangular lattice found that, to ensure the entire
Fermi surface is gapped, dx2�y2 + idxy pairing is often
favored [21–27].
Now let us consider the e↵ects of SU(4) symmetry-

breaking perturbations to the Hubbard model. Signifi-
cant e↵ects arise from interactions, which are analogous
to Kanamori terms multi-orbital Hubbard systems. As
is usually the case for transition metal ions, we assume
that the most important of these is the Hunds coupling

Hh = �V
X

j

(Sj)
2
, (5)

where V > 0 and Sj is the total spin on site j. The
Hunds coupling Hh is expected to further prefer the
three-component spin-triplet and orbital singlet pairing
vector � over the other three components of the SO(6)
vector ~�. To see this, consider two nearest neighbor sites
that are both doped with one hole, i.e. each site is occu-
pied by one electron, at second order perturbation theory
in t/U . Suppose the two electrons form a spin-singlet
and orbital triplet state, then the virtual intermediate
state contains one doubly occupied site which increases
the energy relative to two singly occupied sites by 2U ;
while if the two electrons form a spin-triplet state, then
the virtual intermediate state has energy 2U�2V , which
is lower than the previous case due to the Hunds interac-
tion Eq. 5 (Fig. 2). Thus the Hunds coupling will select
the spin-triplet and orbital-singlet components from the
SO(6) vector ~�, and the energy splitting is at the or-
der of ⇠ t2/(2U � 2V ) � t2/(2U) ⇠ V t2/(2U2). The
analysis of the electron-doped case leads to the same
conclusion. Instead of the two site argument, one may
alternatively just consider the modification of the super-
exchange interaction of Eq. (3) by the V term. This
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FIG. 1: a. The center of a unit cell of a bilayer graphene
moiré superlattice, where Wannier states are peaked in the
flat band. In this region there is AA stacking of the two
layers, and coordinates referred to in the text are defined as
shown. b. Independent single-particle states are built from
momenta near each of the two valleys shown as dark dots in
the microscopic Brillouin zone corners, and these become the
two orbitals in the Hubbard model of Eq. (1).

using the standard perturbation theory based on the
Hubbard model Eq. 1:

HJ = J
X
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15X
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where T̂ a
i = c†i,↵T

a
↵�ci,� , c†i↵ci↵ = n̄ and T a

↵� with
a = 1, · · · 15 are fifteen 4 ⇥ 4 Hermitian matrices that
form the fundamental representation of the SU(4) Lie-
algebra (we choose TrT aT b = 4�ab). The SU(4) spin
model Eq. 2 itself is already an interesting subject to
study, and compared with SU(2) spin systems, it is more
likely to support exotic spin liquid ground states [8–19].
But in this work we will focus on the superconductor
phase next to the Mott insulator after doping.

The Heisenberg interaction in Eq. 2 can be rewritten
in a di↵erent form (a Fierz identity[20]):

HJ = J
X
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where we defined the 6 component ~�ij = ~�ji and 10
component ��

ij = ���
ji pairing fields symmetric and

anti-symmetric, respectively, in i $ j. Obviously, the
anti-ferromagnetic interactions (J > 0) appropriate near
half-filling favor condensing the operators ~�ij , which are
“even parity” in this sense, and we henceforth neglect the
odd parity channel. In fact, ~�ij transforms as an SO(6)
vector (SU(4)⇠SO(6)), when written in an appropriate
basis:

~�ij = cti
�
�32, i�02,�12, i�23,�20, i�21

�
cj , (4)

where �ab = �a ⌦ �b, �0 = 12⇥2. The first and
second Pauli matrices in the tensor product operate

on the spin and valley spaces, respectively. The six-
component vector �a can be decomposed into a three
component spin-triplet and orbital-singlet pairing vector
� =

�
�1,�2,�3

�
, and another three component spin-

singlet and orbital-triplet pairing vector
�
�4,�5,�6

�
.

With the SU(4) symmetry of Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, these two
sets of three-component vectors are exactly degenerate.
Upon doping (for instance hole-doping), one can turn

on a kinetic term on Eq. 3, and the large U limit be-
comes a t-J model with a projection that prohibits more
than two particles per site. In an intermediate coupling
scenario we can simply add HJ to the Hamiltonian to
represent the e↵ects of antiferromagnetic fluctuations.
Then a standard mean field theory leads to a condensate
of ~�ij , i.e. superconductivity. Due to Fermi statistics,
this even parity pairing is antisymmetric in SU(4) flavor
space, which is the essence of superexchange that favors
antiferromagnetism. Amongst the even parity channels,
s�wave pairing is penalized by the large on-site Hub-
bard U interaction, and we expect d�wave pairing to
be favored. Previous studies for SU(2) superconductors
on the triangular lattice found that, to ensure the entire
Fermi surface is gapped, dx2�y2 + idxy pairing is often
favored [21–27].
Now let us consider the e↵ects of SU(4) symmetry-

breaking perturbations to the Hubbard model. Signifi-
cant e↵ects arise from interactions, which are analogous
to Kanamori terms multi-orbital Hubbard systems. As
is usually the case for transition metal ions, we assume
that the most important of these is the Hunds coupling

Hh = �V
X

j

(Sj)
2
, (5)

where V > 0 and Sj is the total spin on site j. The
Hunds coupling Hh is expected to further prefer the
three-component spin-triplet and orbital singlet pairing
vector � over the other three components of the SO(6)
vector ~�. To see this, consider two nearest neighbor sites
that are both doped with one hole, i.e. each site is occu-
pied by one electron, at second order perturbation theory
in t/U . Suppose the two electrons form a spin-singlet
and orbital triplet state, then the virtual intermediate
state contains one doubly occupied site which increases
the energy relative to two singly occupied sites by 2U ;
while if the two electrons form a spin-triplet state, then
the virtual intermediate state has energy 2U�2V , which
is lower than the previous case due to the Hunds interac-
tion Eq. 5 (Fig. 2). Thus the Hunds coupling will select
the spin-triplet and orbital-singlet components from the
SO(6) vector ~�, and the energy splitting is at the or-
der of ⇠ t2/(2U � 2V ) � t2/(2U) ⇠ V t2/(2U2). The
analysis of the electron-doped case leads to the same
conclusion. Instead of the two site argument, one may
alternatively just consider the modification of the super-
exchange interaction of Eq. (3) by the V term. This
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FIG. 1: a. The center of a unit cell of a bilayer graphene
moiré superlattice, where Wannier states are peaked in the
flat band. In this region there is AA stacking of the two
layers, and coordinates referred to in the text are defined as
shown. b. Independent single-particle states are built from
momenta near each of the two valleys shown as dark dots in
the microscopic Brillouin zone corners, and these become the
two orbitals in the Hubbard model of Eq. (1).

using the standard perturbation theory based on the
Hubbard model Eq. 1:

HJ = J
X

hiji

15X

a=1

T̂ a
i T̂

a
j , (2)

where T̂ a
i = c†i,↵T

a
↵�ci,� , c†i↵ci↵ = n̄ and T a

↵� with
a = 1, · · · 15 are fifteen 4 ⇥ 4 Hermitian matrices that
form the fundamental representation of the SU(4) Lie-
algebra (we choose TrT aT b = 4�ab). The SU(4) spin
model Eq. 2 itself is already an interesting subject to
study, and compared with SU(2) spin systems, it is more
likely to support exotic spin liquid ground states [8–19].
But in this work we will focus on the superconductor
phase next to the Mott insulator after doping.

The Heisenberg interaction in Eq. 2 can be rewritten
in a di↵erent form (a Fierz identity[20]):

HJ = J
X

hiji


�5

4

⇣
~�ij

⌘†
· ~�ij +

3

4

�
��

ij

�† ·��
ij

�
, (3)

where we defined the 6 component ~�ij = ~�ji and 10
component ��

ij = ���
ji pairing fields symmetric and

anti-symmetric, respectively, in i $ j. Obviously, the
anti-ferromagnetic interactions (J > 0) appropriate near
half-filling favor condensing the operators ~�ij , which are
“even parity” in this sense, and we henceforth neglect the
odd parity channel. In fact, ~�ij transforms as an SO(6)
vector (SU(4)⇠SO(6)), when written in an appropriate
basis:

~�ij = cti
�
�32, i�02,�12, i�23,�20, i�21

�
cj , (4)

where �ab = �a ⌦ �b, �0 = 12⇥2. The first and
second Pauli matrices in the tensor product operate

on the spin and valley spaces, respectively. The six-
component vector �a can be decomposed into a three
component spin-triplet and orbital-singlet pairing vector
� =

�
�1,�2,�3

�
, and another three component spin-

singlet and orbital-triplet pairing vector
�
�4,�5,�6

�
.

With the SU(4) symmetry of Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, these two
sets of three-component vectors are exactly degenerate.
Upon doping (for instance hole-doping), one can turn

on a kinetic term on Eq. 3, and the large U limit be-
comes a t-J model with a projection that prohibits more
than two particles per site. In an intermediate coupling
scenario we can simply add HJ to the Hamiltonian to
represent the e↵ects of antiferromagnetic fluctuations.
Then a standard mean field theory leads to a condensate
of ~�ij , i.e. superconductivity. Due to Fermi statistics,
this even parity pairing is antisymmetric in SU(4) flavor
space, which is the essence of superexchange that favors
antiferromagnetism. Amongst the even parity channels,
s�wave pairing is penalized by the large on-site Hub-
bard U interaction, and we expect d�wave pairing to
be favored. Previous studies for SU(2) superconductors
on the triangular lattice found that, to ensure the entire
Fermi surface is gapped, dx2�y2 + idxy pairing is often
favored [21–27].
Now let us consider the e↵ects of SU(4) symmetry-

breaking perturbations to the Hubbard model. Signifi-
cant e↵ects arise from interactions, which are analogous
to Kanamori terms multi-orbital Hubbard systems. As
is usually the case for transition metal ions, we assume
that the most important of these is the Hunds coupling

Hh = �V
X

j

(Sj)
2
, (5)

where V > 0 and Sj is the total spin on site j. The
Hunds coupling Hh is expected to further prefer the
three-component spin-triplet and orbital singlet pairing
vector � over the other three components of the SO(6)
vector ~�. To see this, consider two nearest neighbor sites
that are both doped with one hole, i.e. each site is occu-
pied by one electron, at second order perturbation theory
in t/U . Suppose the two electrons form a spin-singlet
and orbital triplet state, then the virtual intermediate
state contains one doubly occupied site which increases
the energy relative to two singly occupied sites by 2U ;
while if the two electrons form a spin-triplet state, then
the virtual intermediate state has energy 2U�2V , which
is lower than the previous case due to the Hunds interac-
tion Eq. 5 (Fig. 2). Thus the Hunds coupling will select
the spin-triplet and orbital-singlet components from the
SO(6) vector ~�, and the energy splitting is at the or-
der of ⇠ t2/(2U � 2V ) � t2/(2U) ⇠ V t2/(2U2). The
analysis of the electron-doped case leads to the same
conclusion. Instead of the two site argument, one may
alternatively just consider the modification of the super-
exchange interaction of Eq. (3) by the V term. This

favors spin triplet

�k = (uk�1 + vk�2) · i�y�⌧y
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FIG. 1: a. The center of a unit cell of a bilayer graphene
moiré superlattice, where Wannier states are peaked in the
flat band. In this region there is AA stacking of the two
layers, and coordinates referred to in the text are defined as
shown. b. Independent single-particle states are built from
momenta near each of the two valleys shown as dark dots in
the microscopic Brillouin zone corners, and these become the
two orbitals in the Hubbard model of Eq. (1).

using the standard perturbation theory based on the
Hubbard model Eq. 1:

HJ = J
X

hiji

15X

a=1

T̂ a
i T̂

a
j , (2)

where T̂ a
i = c†i,↵T

a
↵�ci,� , c†i↵ci↵ = n̄ and T a

↵� with
a = 1, · · · 15 are fifteen 4 ⇥ 4 Hermitian matrices that
form the fundamental representation of the SU(4) Lie-
algebra (we choose TrT aT b = 4�ab). The SU(4) spin
model Eq. 2 itself is already an interesting subject to
study, and compared with SU(2) spin systems, it is more
likely to support exotic spin liquid ground states [8–19].
But in this work we will focus on the superconductor
phase next to the Mott insulator after doping.

The Heisenberg interaction in Eq. 2 can be rewritten
in a di↵erent form (a Fierz identity[20]):

HJ = J
X

hiji


�5

4

⇣
~�ij

⌘†
· ~�ij +

3

4

�
��

ij

�† ·��
ij

�
, (3)

where we defined the 6 component ~�ij = ~�ji and 10
component ��

ij = ���
ji pairing fields symmetric and

anti-symmetric, respectively, in i $ j. Obviously, the
anti-ferromagnetic interactions (J > 0) appropriate near
half-filling favor condensing the operators ~�ij , which are
“even parity” in this sense, and we henceforth neglect the
odd parity channel. In fact, ~�ij transforms as an SO(6)
vector (SU(4)⇠SO(6)), when written in an appropriate
basis:

~�ij = cti
�
�32, i�02,�12, i�23,�20, i�21

�
cj , (4)

where �ab = �a ⌦ �b, �0 = 12⇥2. The first and
second Pauli matrices in the tensor product operate

on the spin and valley spaces, respectively. The six-
component vector �a can be decomposed into a three
component spin-triplet and orbital-singlet pairing vector
� =

�
�1,�2,�3

�
, and another three component spin-

singlet and orbital-triplet pairing vector
�
�4,�5,�6

�
.

With the SU(4) symmetry of Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, these two
sets of three-component vectors are exactly degenerate.
Upon doping (for instance hole-doping), one can turn

on a kinetic term on Eq. 3, and the large U limit be-
comes a t-J model with a projection that prohibits more
than two particles per site. In an intermediate coupling
scenario we can simply add HJ to the Hamiltonian to
represent the e↵ects of antiferromagnetic fluctuations.
Then a standard mean field theory leads to a condensate
of ~�ij , i.e. superconductivity. Due to Fermi statistics,
this even parity pairing is antisymmetric in SU(4) flavor
space, which is the essence of superexchange that favors
antiferromagnetism. Amongst the even parity channels,
s�wave pairing is penalized by the large on-site Hub-
bard U interaction, and we expect d�wave pairing to
be favored. Previous studies for SU(2) superconductors
on the triangular lattice found that, to ensure the entire
Fermi surface is gapped, dx2�y2 + idxy pairing is often
favored [21–27].
Now let us consider the e↵ects of SU(4) symmetry-

breaking perturbations to the Hubbard model. Signifi-
cant e↵ects arise from interactions, which are analogous
to Kanamori terms multi-orbital Hubbard systems. As
is usually the case for transition metal ions, we assume
that the most important of these is the Hunds coupling

Hh = �V
X

j

(Sj)
2
, (5)

where V > 0 and Sj is the total spin on site j. The
Hunds coupling Hh is expected to further prefer the
three-component spin-triplet and orbital singlet pairing
vector � over the other three components of the SO(6)
vector ~�. To see this, consider two nearest neighbor sites
that are both doped with one hole, i.e. each site is occu-
pied by one electron, at second order perturbation theory
in t/U . Suppose the two electrons form a spin-singlet
and orbital triplet state, then the virtual intermediate
state contains one doubly occupied site which increases
the energy relative to two singly occupied sites by 2U ;
while if the two electrons form a spin-triplet state, then
the virtual intermediate state has energy 2U�2V , which
is lower than the previous case due to the Hunds interac-
tion Eq. 5 (Fig. 2). Thus the Hunds coupling will select
the spin-triplet and orbital-singlet components from the
SO(6) vector ~�, and the energy splitting is at the or-
der of ⇠ t2/(2U � 2V ) � t2/(2U) ⇠ V t2/(2U2). The
analysis of the electron-doped case leads to the same
conclusion. Instead of the two site argument, one may
alternatively just consider the modification of the super-
exchange interaction of Eq. (3) by the V term. This

favors spin triplet

�k = (uk�1 + vk�2) · i�y�⌧y
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FIG. 2: The virtual process in second order perturbation the-
ory in t/U . An electron hops from the singly occupied site
on the right to the one on the left, making it doubly occu-
pied. The intermediate state may be (top) a spin triplet and
orbital singlet or (bottom) a spin singlet and orbital triplet.
The Hunds interaction favors the upper situation.

leads to a ferromagnetic contribution purely in the spin
sector ⇠ �J(V/U)

P
hiji Si ·Sj , which by a similar Fierz

identity favors triplet pairing.
It is noteworthy that the valley degree of freedom al-

lows the formation of an even parity (d-wave) spin triplet
state, which is impossible due to Fermi statistics for a
single orbital model. Here it occurs because the orbital
singlet is anti-symmetric. However, in our discussion we
defined the parity and angular momentum of the pair
with respect to the two-orbital Hubbard model. Micro-
scopically, parity also exchanges the two valleys, so in
terms of the large microscopic Brillouin zone, the even
parity d-wave state becomes an odd-parity f-wave one.
We stick with the former convention for concreteness.

Knowing that the system favors spin-triplet d + id or
d±id pairing, most generally we can write the spin triplet
Cooper pair matrix in the BdG Hamiltonian as

�k = (uk�1 + vk�2) · i�2� ⌦ �2, (6)

where uk = cos kx � cos k
x

2 cos
p
3k

y

2 and vk =p
3 sin k

x

2 sin
p
3k

y

2 are the periodic superlattice analogs
of the k2x � k2y and 2kxky pairing functions, respectively.
Here �1 and �2 are both complex SO(3) spin vectors. To
minimize the energy and maximize the pairing gap on the
Fermi surface, there are two candidate states which are
degenerate at the mean field level:

A : �2 = i�1 = i�ei✓,

B : �1 = �1e
i✓, �2 = �2e

i✓. (7)

Here �, �1, �2 are all three-component real vectors under
spin SO(3) rotation, and �1 · �2 = 0. Other types of
spin-triplet superconductors, for example �k ⇠ (uk +
ivk)(�1+ i�2), with real vectors �1 ·�2 = 0, do not have
a uniform maximal gap on the Fermi surface, and are
thus less favorable within mean field theory than types
A and B.

Type A and B states are degenerate within the stan-
dard BCS mean field theory. This is apparent from com-
paring for example the type A state with � ⇠ (0, 1, 0)
and the type B state �1 ⇠ (1, 0, 0) and �2 ⇠ (0, 1, 0).
In the former, both spin up and down electrons expe-
rience d + id pairing, while in the latter, the pair field
for up spin electrons is d + id, and the pair field for
down electrons is d � id. The gap magnitudes are ev-
erywhere identical in the two cases, and hence they have
the same mean field energy. This is the consequence of
an artificial symmetry in the mean field formalism: a
reflection symmetry kx ! �kx on spin down electrons
only, which interchanges the two types of pairings. Tak-
ing the most general form of the pairing order parameter
�~k = (uk�1 + vk�2) with complex vectors �1, �2, the
BCS mean field theory generates a Landau-Ginzburg free
energy

F =
X

~k

r|�~k|2 + g(|�~k|2)2 � c|�~k ·�~k|2. (8)

The last term maintains the degeneracy between type A
and type B pairing, but disfavors other types of pairings.
In general, e↵ects beyond the BCS treatment will gener-
ate additional terms in the Landau-Ginzburg free energy
and lift the degeneracy between type A and B. We will
not attempt to resolve which state is favored here, but
simply discuss the properties of both candidate states.

Consider time-reversal symmetry, which flips spin and

exchanges the two valleys, hence c ! �21c. It also in-
duces complex conjugation, so it acts on the order param-
eter �~k as T : �~k ! �⇤

�~k
. Thus type A pairing breaks

time-reversal symmetry because uk + ivk ! uk � ivk
under complex conjugation, while type B pairing is time-
reversal invariant.

Now consider the topology of the order parameter.
Within a single time-reversal sector, the type A state has
the ground state manifold [S2 ⇥ S1]/Z2. Here S2 corre-
sponds to the configuration of the spin SO(3) vector �,
S1 corresponds to the configuration of ei✓. The full order
parameter is invariant under a Z2 transformation

� ! ��, ✓ ! ✓ + ⇡. (9)

Due to this, type A pairing supports a half-vortex, anal-
ogous to that in the polar state of spin-1 bosons in cold
atom systems [28–30]. After tracing along a full circle
around the half-vortex core, both � and ei✓ acquire a
minus sign (while � remains single valued). The half-
vortex carries a quantized magnetic flux

�0 =
hc

4e
, (10)

which is half of the magnetic flux quantum of ordinary su-
perconductors. Moreover, as was discussed in Ref. [30], in
this purely two dimensional superconductor, the Mermin-
Wagner theorem dictates that SO(3) vector � is disor-

two pairing 
states in BCS 

theory �1 · �2 = 0
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Topological SCivity

Both these phases are topological superconductors
A: 8 chiral Majorana edge modes

B: 4 counter-propagating Majorana edge modes

A phase. c=4.  Thermal Hall effect



Back to reality

What do we really know?
Observation of correlated insulators seems to 
support flatness of bands

Beyond this, is there evidence that even the 
band theory is correct?
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FIG. 4. Quantum oscillations in flat-band twisted BLG in device D2. (A) Landau fan diagram of device D2 at
1.33 GPa up to full-filling of the moiré unit cell at T = 300 mK. Quantum oscillations at low field emerge from the CNP
with dominant degeneracy sequence of ⌫ = ±4,±8,±12, .... Separate quantum oscillations emerge from ±ns/2 with dominant
degeneracy sequence of ⌫ = ±2,±4,±6, .... A sequence of quantum oscillations emerges from +ns/4 with dominant sequence
of ⌫ = +1,+3,+5, .... A sequence of quantum oscillations emerges from ±3ns/4 with dominant degeneracy sequence of
⌫ = ±1,±2,±3, .... Negative voltages are set to zero for clarity, most prominently a↵ecting the high field region of the map
between +ns/2 and +3ns/4. (B) Schematic Landau level structure corresponding to the observations in (A). Only the Landau
levels surviving to the lowest fields are plotted, while by 6 T all degeneracies are broken. (C) Zoom-in of (A) around �ns/4.
(D) Schematic Landau level structure corresponding to the observations in (C). The dominant degeneracy sequence evolves
smoothly from ⌫ = �4,�8,�12, ... at low density to ⌫ = �10,�14,�18, ... at high density.

phase [51]. Fourth, magnetoresistance oscillations are
not observed at low magnetic fields in device D2 at 1.33
GPa, in contrast to the clear periodic oscillations ob-
served in prior devices [6, 51] associated with inhomoge-
neous superconductivity. We finally note that D2 also
shows the onset of electron-type superconductivity [51],
which however appears to have a lower TC than its hole-
doping counterpart, preventing detailed study in pressure
experiments where our base temperature was limited to
300 mK.

The superconducting and insulating phases emerge
from a high-temperature metallic phase at similar tem-
peratures. Fig. 3C plots the resistance of the devices un-
der a pressure of 2.21 GPa as a function of temperature
for optimal doping of both the insulating (red) and su-
perconducting (blue) phases. At both n = �ns/2 and at
the optimal doping of the superconductor, the resistance
shows appreciable divergence from the high temperature
metallic behavior at ⇠5 K. Similar behavior is also ob-
served in device D1. In addition, we find that nonlinear

transport measurements of these phases in device D1 re-
veal that quenching to a metallic resistance by similar
critical currents Ic [51]. These observations suggest that
the insulating and superconducting phases share similar
energy scales.
The lack of strong magnetoresistance oscillations in

Fig. 3B suggests a highly homogeneous system. To con-
firm this, we plot dV/dI as a function of B and Idc in
Fig. 3D, and find that Ic decreases roughly linearly with
B and does not exhibit quantum interference patterns
associated with junction-limited superconductivity. We
have additionally measured the phase diagram of this
device as a function of D, and do not observe signifi-
cant qualitative displacement field dependence of the de-
vice properties beyond small details in the exact density
regime of the superconducting phase and the base tem-
perature resistance of the insulating phases [51], in con-
trast to the wide tunability observed in device D1.

Quantum oscillations and new Fermi surfaces
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Quantum Oscillations
of θ ¼ 1.8°. This agrees well with our target value
of θ ¼ ð2.0# 0.5Þ°.
To study thermally activated transport of the insulating

states, we measured the temperature dependence of the
conductivity of sample S1 [Figs. 2(c)–2(d)]. The insulating
states’ conductivities drop by more than an order of
magnitude from 300 to 50 K, and start to saturate below
∼50 K. An Arrhenius-like behavior is evident at higher
temperatures. From the slope in the Arrhenius plot between
100 and 300 K, we estimate the thermal activation gaps to
be ∼50 and ∼60 meV for the electron-side and hole-side
insulating states, respectively. The deviation from
Arrhenius-like behavior at low temperatures may be
attributed to a variable-range hopping mechanism [25,35].
Ab initio tight-binding calculations following Ref. [20]

show a gap size of 6 meV at the electron side and
semimetallic bands on the hole side, as shown in
Fig. 2(b). Other calculations range from showing no
gap [7,8,11,36] to ∼10 meV gaps on both the electron
and hole sides [18,19]. In a departure from all these
models, our measured activation gaps are much larger than
any of these predictions. Contributing factors may include
an underestimation of the interlayer interaction strength in
these calculations, but these are unlikely to account for
most of the difference. Physical effects of lattice strain, as
recently proposed to explain the energy gap in monolayer
graphene/h-BN structures, may also play a significant role
[4,5]. A third possibility is an excitonic instability, as
reported for Bernal bilayer graphene [37–39]. The small
single-particle gap and the 2D nature of the system make it
possible for the excitonic binding energy to be the larger
energy scale.
Next, we apply a perpendicular magnetic field to the

TBLG sample. Figure 3 shows the longitudinal resistivity,
ρxx, and the Hall conductivity, σxy, as a function of the total
density n and the magnetic field B. In a magnetic field, the
Hall conductivity quantizes according to σxy ¼ νe2=h, with
the filling factor ν ¼ nϕ0=B, where ϕ0 ¼ h=e is the flux
quantum. The central Landau fan that originates from the
Dirac cone near zero density generates filling factors
of ν ¼ #4;#12;#20;…. This sequence is double that of
the monolayer graphene quantum Hall sequence of
ν ¼ #2;#6;#10;…, indicating that at low energies a
massless Dirac dispersion is retained despite the strong
interlayer hybridization [36,40].
However, the Landau fans originating from the insulat-

ing states differ markedly from the massless Dirac nature of
the central Landau fan. As shown in Fig. 3(c), the Landau
level sequence near the insulating states is ν ¼ 0;#4;#8;
#12;#16;…, indicating a non-Dirac massive band [41].
The fourfold degeneracy of this sequence is attributed to the
spin degeneracy and the Fermi contour degeneracy from
the valley quantum number near the Γs point. The lack of a
Berry phase on the other hand indicates a parabolic band
edge at the insulating states [19]. Additionally, we observe
a sign change of σxy at n ≈þð−Þ3 × 1012 cm−2, indicating

a transition of massless Dirac electronlike (holelike)
carriers to massive holelike (electronlike) carriers.
We further investigate this transition by examining the

density of states DðEÞ in TBLG through Shubnikov–de
Haas (SdH) oscillations. By fitting the temperature depend-
ence of the SdH oscillation amplitude to the Lifshitz-
Kosevich formula, we can obtain the cyclotron mass m& at
the Fermi energy, which for a two-dimensional system is
proportional to the density of states per Fermi pocket at
the Fermi energy, i.e., m& ¼ ðh2=2πÞDðEÞ=N, where N is
the degeneracy. The blue data points in Fig. 4(a) are the
extracted cyclotron masses as a function of total density.
For TBLG, m& is expected to peak at the van Hove
singularities [41] and to approach zero at both the Dirac
point and the superlattice gaps. This is consistent with our
observation that the slope of m& vs density changes sign, in
correspondence to the sign of the charge carrier extracted
from Hall measurements. Additionally, we find that near
the Dirac points, m& is about 2.5 times larger than that of
monolayer graphene, indicating a similar reduction in the
Fermi velocity as observed in other studies [14–17]. The
experimental data agree well with theoretically calculated
m& [red curve in Fig. 4(a)] up to a uniform scaling factor
of 0.5 for all densities, which may be attributed to under-
estimation of the bandwidth in the ab initio calculations
[42] or to corrections to the m& term in the Lifshitz-
Kosevich formula for 2D systems [43].

FIG. 3. (a) Longitudinal resistivity and (b) Hall conductivity in
units of σ0 ¼ e2=h versus the total density and the magnetic field.
Measurements are taken at T ¼ 40 mK. (c) Reconstructed
Landau level structure from the plateau values. The central
Landau fan emanating from the Dirac point at zero density
has an eightfold degenerate half-integer quantum Hall sequence,
while the Landau fans originating from the superlattice gaps have
a fourfold degenerate massive parabolic quantum Hall sequence.
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FIG. 4. Quantum oscillations in flat-band twisted BLG in device D2. (A) Landau fan diagram of device D2 at
1.33 GPa up to full-filling of the moiré unit cell at T = 300 mK. Quantum oscillations at low field emerge from the CNP
with dominant degeneracy sequence of ⌫ = ±4,±8,±12, .... Separate quantum oscillations emerge from ±ns/2 with dominant
degeneracy sequence of ⌫ = ±2,±4,±6, .... A sequence of quantum oscillations emerges from +ns/4 with dominant sequence
of ⌫ = +1,+3,+5, .... A sequence of quantum oscillations emerges from ±3ns/4 with dominant degeneracy sequence of
⌫ = ±1,±2,±3, .... Negative voltages are set to zero for clarity, most prominently a↵ecting the high field region of the map
between +ns/2 and +3ns/4. (B) Schematic Landau level structure corresponding to the observations in (A). Only the Landau
levels surviving to the lowest fields are plotted, while by 6 T all degeneracies are broken. (C) Zoom-in of (A) around �ns/4.
(D) Schematic Landau level structure corresponding to the observations in (C). The dominant degeneracy sequence evolves
smoothly from ⌫ = �4,�8,�12, ... at low density to ⌫ = �10,�14,�18, ... at high density.

phase [51]. Fourth, magnetoresistance oscillations are
not observed at low magnetic fields in device D2 at 1.33
GPa, in contrast to the clear periodic oscillations ob-
served in prior devices [6, 51] associated with inhomoge-
neous superconductivity. We finally note that D2 also
shows the onset of electron-type superconductivity [51],
which however appears to have a lower TC than its hole-
doping counterpart, preventing detailed study in pressure
experiments where our base temperature was limited to
300 mK.

The superconducting and insulating phases emerge
from a high-temperature metallic phase at similar tem-
peratures. Fig. 3C plots the resistance of the devices un-
der a pressure of 2.21 GPa as a function of temperature
for optimal doping of both the insulating (red) and su-
perconducting (blue) phases. At both n = �ns/2 and at
the optimal doping of the superconductor, the resistance
shows appreciable divergence from the high temperature
metallic behavior at ⇠5 K. Similar behavior is also ob-
served in device D1. In addition, we find that nonlinear

transport measurements of these phases in device D1 re-
veal that quenching to a metallic resistance by similar
critical currents Ic [51]. These observations suggest that
the insulating and superconducting phases share similar
energy scales.
The lack of strong magnetoresistance oscillations in

Fig. 3B suggests a highly homogeneous system. To con-
firm this, we plot dV/dI as a function of B and Idc in
Fig. 3D, and find that Ic decreases roughly linearly with
B and does not exhibit quantum interference patterns
associated with junction-limited superconductivity. We
have additionally measured the phase diagram of this
device as a function of D, and do not observe signifi-
cant qualitative displacement field dependence of the de-
vice properties beyond small details in the exact density
regime of the superconducting phase and the base tem-
perature resistance of the insulating phases [51], in con-
trast to the wide tunability observed in device D1.

Quantum oscillations and new Fermi surfaces
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Back to basics

We should have a better understanding even 
of the bands.

Claim: flat bands are symptomatic of a 
complex sequence of topological 
transitions with many emergent Dirac 
points.  

Q: Why are the bands flat? Are the Dirac 
points what we think they are?



Dirac points
Existence of 2d Dirac points is tied to 

C2T symmetry

interchanges sublattices 
and preserves valley

k ! k
<latexit sha1_base64="q205MIJzcualavewkOdyaJCopBM=">AAACEnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/op7Ey2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYFuhCWWz3bRLdzdhd6KUUPwT/gWvevcmXv0DXv0lbtsctPXBwOO9GWbmRangBjzvyyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s77u5eyySZpqxJE5Hou4gYJrhiTeAg2F2qGZGRYO1oeDXx2/dMG56oWxilLJSkr3jMKQErdd2DIJL5cIwDzfsDIFonD3gmdd2qV/OmwIvEL0gVFWh03e+gl9BMMgVUEGM6vpdCmBMNnAo2rgSZYSmhQ9JnHUsVkcyE+fSFMT62Sg/HibalAE/V3xM5kcaMZGQ7JYGBmfcm4r9eJOc2Q3wR5lylGTBFZ4vjTGBI8CQf3OOaURAjSwjV3N6O6YBoQsGmWLGh+PMRLJLWac33av7NWbV+WcRTRofoCJ0gH52jOrpGDdREFD2iZ/SCXp0n5815dz5mrSWnmNlHf+B8/gCWPZ5M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q205MIJzcualavewkOdyaJCopBM=">AAACEnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/op7Ey2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYFuhCWWz3bRLdzdhd6KUUPwT/gWvevcmXv0DXv0lbtsctPXBwOO9GWbmRangBjzvyyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s77u5eyySZpqxJE5Hou4gYJrhiTeAg2F2qGZGRYO1oeDXx2/dMG56oWxilLJSkr3jMKQErdd2DIJL5cIwDzfsDIFonD3gmdd2qV/OmwIvEL0gVFWh03e+gl9BMMgVUEGM6vpdCmBMNnAo2rgSZYSmhQ9JnHUsVkcyE+fSFMT62Sg/HibalAE/V3xM5kcaMZGQ7JYGBmfcm4r9eJOc2Q3wR5lylGTBFZ4vjTGBI8CQf3OOaURAjSwjV3N6O6YBoQsGmWLGh+PMRLJLWac33av7NWbV+WcRTRofoCJ0gH52jOrpGDdREFD2iZ/SCXp0n5815dz5mrSWnmNlHf+B8/gCWPZ5M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q205MIJzcualavewkOdyaJCopBM=">AAACEnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/op7Ey2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYFuhCWWz3bRLdzdhd6KUUPwT/gWvevcmXv0DXv0lbtsctPXBwOO9GWbmRangBjzvyyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s77u5eyySZpqxJE5Hou4gYJrhiTeAg2F2qGZGRYO1oeDXx2/dMG56oWxilLJSkr3jMKQErdd2DIJL5cIwDzfsDIFonD3gmdd2qV/OmwIvEL0gVFWh03e+gl9BMMgVUEGM6vpdCmBMNnAo2rgSZYSmhQ9JnHUsVkcyE+fSFMT62Sg/HibalAE/V3xM5kcaMZGQ7JYGBmfcm4r9eJOc2Q3wR5lylGTBFZ4vjTGBI8CQf3OOaURAjSwjV3N6O6YBoQsGmWLGh+PMRLJLWac33av7NWbV+WcRTRofoCJ0gH52jOrpGDdREFD2iZ/SCXp0n5815dz5mrSWnmNlHf+B8/gCWPZ5M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q205MIJzcualavewkOdyaJCopBM=">AAACEnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/op7Ey2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYFuhCWWz3bRLdzdhd6KUUPwT/gWvevcmXv0DXv0lbtsctPXBwOO9GWbmRangBjzvyyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s77u5eyySZpqxJE5Hou4gYJrhiTeAg2F2qGZGRYO1oeDXx2/dMG56oWxilLJSkr3jMKQErdd2DIJL5cIwDzfsDIFonD3gmdd2qV/OmwIvEL0gVFWh03e+gl9BMMgVUEGM6vpdCmBMNnAo2rgSZYSmhQ9JnHUsVkcyE+fSFMT62Sg/HibalAE/V3xM5kcaMZGQ7JYGBmfcm4r9eJOc2Q3wR5lylGTBFZ4vjTGBI8CQf3OOaURAjSwjV3N6O6YBoQsGmWLGh+PMRLJLWac33av7NWbV+WcRTRofoCJ0gH52jOrpGDdREFD2iZ/SCXp0n5815dz5mrSWnmNlHf+B8/gCWPZ5M</latexit>

x ! �x

<latexit sha1_base64="r9lxucDeVjSCSzRJ5FXanLf94uU=">AAACE3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1ZteBoPgxbArgh6DXjxGMA9IljA7mU2GzMwuM71qWAL+hL/gVe/exKsf4NUvcZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7wkRwA5735SwsLi2vrBbWiusbm1vb7s5u3cSppqxGYxHrZkgME1yxGnAQrJloRmQoWCMcXI39xh3ThsfqFoYJCyTpKR5xSsBKHXe/HcrsYYTbmvf6QLSO7/HJVOu4Ja/sTYDniZ+TEspR7bjf7W5MU8kUUEGMafleAkFGNHAq2KjYTg1LCB2QHmtZqohkJsgmP4zwkVW6OIq1LQV4ov6eyIg0ZihD2ykJ9M2sNxb/9UI5sxmiiyDjKkmBKTpdHKUCQ4zHAeEu14yCGFpCqOb2dkz7RBMKNsaiDcWfjWCe1E/Lvlf2b85Klcs8ngI6QIfoGPnoHFXQNaqiGqLoET2jF/TqPDlvzrvzMW1dcPKZPfQHzucPNTqenQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r9lxucDeVjSCSzRJ5FXanLf94uU=">AAACE3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1ZteBoPgxbArgh6DXjxGMA9IljA7mU2GzMwuM71qWAL+hL/gVe/exKsf4NUvcZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7wkRwA5735SwsLi2vrBbWiusbm1vb7s5u3cSppqxGYxHrZkgME1yxGnAQrJloRmQoWCMcXI39xh3ThsfqFoYJCyTpKR5xSsBKHXe/HcrsYYTbmvf6QLSO7/HJVOu4Ja/sTYDniZ+TEspR7bjf7W5MU8kUUEGMafleAkFGNHAq2KjYTg1LCB2QHmtZqohkJsgmP4zwkVW6OIq1LQV4ov6eyIg0ZihD2ykJ9M2sNxb/9UI5sxmiiyDjKkmBKTpdHKUCQ4zHAeEu14yCGFpCqOb2dkz7RBMKNsaiDcWfjWCe1E/Lvlf2b85Klcs8ngI6QIfoGPnoHFXQNaqiGqLoET2jF/TqPDlvzrvzMW1dcPKZPfQHzucPNTqenQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r9lxucDeVjSCSzRJ5FXanLf94uU=">AAACE3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1ZteBoPgxbArgh6DXjxGMA9IljA7mU2GzMwuM71qWAL+hL/gVe/exKsf4NUvcZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7wkRwA5735SwsLi2vrBbWiusbm1vb7s5u3cSppqxGYxHrZkgME1yxGnAQrJloRmQoWCMcXI39xh3ThsfqFoYJCyTpKR5xSsBKHXe/HcrsYYTbmvf6QLSO7/HJVOu4Ja/sTYDniZ+TEspR7bjf7W5MU8kUUEGMafleAkFGNHAq2KjYTg1LCB2QHmtZqohkJsgmP4zwkVW6OIq1LQV4ov6eyIg0ZihD2ykJ9M2sNxb/9UI5sxmiiyDjKkmBKTpdHKUCQ4zHAeEu14yCGFpCqOb2dkz7RBMKNsaiDcWfjWCe1E/Lvlf2b85Klcs8ngI6QIfoGPnoHFXQNaqiGqLoET2jF/TqPDlvzrvzMW1dcPKZPfQHzucPNTqenQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r9lxucDeVjSCSzRJ5FXanLf94uU=">AAACE3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1ZteBoPgxbArgh6DXjxGMA9IljA7mU2GzMwuM71qWAL+hL/gVe/exKsf4NUvcZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7wkRwA5735SwsLi2vrBbWiusbm1vb7s5u3cSppqxGYxHrZkgME1yxGnAQrJloRmQoWCMcXI39xh3ThsfqFoYJCyTpKR5xSsBKHXe/HcrsYYTbmvf6QLSO7/HJVOu4Ja/sTYDniZ+TEspR7bjf7W5MU8kUUEGMafleAkFGNHAq2KjYTg1LCB2QHmtZqohkJsgmP4zwkVW6OIq1LQV4ov6eyIg0ZihD2ykJ9M2sNxb/9UI5sxmiiyDjKkmBKTpdHKUCQ4zHAeEu14yCGFpCqOb2dkz7RBMKNsaiDcWfjWCe1E/Lvlf2b85Klcs8ngI6QIfoGPnoHFXQNaqiGqLoET2jF/TqPDlvzrvzMW1dcPKZPfQHzucPNTqenQ==</latexit>



Dirac points
Existence of 2d Dirac points is tied to 

C2T symmetry

interchanges sublattices 
and preserves valley

k ! k
<latexit sha1_base64="q205MIJzcualavewkOdyaJCopBM=">AAACEnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/op7Ey2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYFuhCWWz3bRLdzdhd6KUUPwT/gWvevcmXv0DXv0lbtsctPXBwOO9GWbmRangBjzvyyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s77u5eyySZpqxJE5Hou4gYJrhiTeAg2F2qGZGRYO1oeDXx2/dMG56oWxilLJSkr3jMKQErdd2DIJL5cIwDzfsDIFonD3gmdd2qV/OmwIvEL0gVFWh03e+gl9BMMgVUEGM6vpdCmBMNnAo2rgSZYSmhQ9JnHUsVkcyE+fSFMT62Sg/HibalAE/V3xM5kcaMZGQ7JYGBmfcm4r9eJOc2Q3wR5lylGTBFZ4vjTGBI8CQf3OOaURAjSwjV3N6O6YBoQsGmWLGh+PMRLJLWac33av7NWbV+WcRTRofoCJ0gH52jOrpGDdREFD2iZ/SCXp0n5815dz5mrSWnmNlHf+B8/gCWPZ5M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q205MIJzcualavewkOdyaJCopBM=">AAACEnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/op7Ey2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYFuhCWWz3bRLdzdhd6KUUPwT/gWvevcmXv0DXv0lbtsctPXBwOO9GWbmRangBjzvyyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s77u5eyySZpqxJE5Hou4gYJrhiTeAg2F2qGZGRYO1oeDXx2/dMG56oWxilLJSkr3jMKQErdd2DIJL5cIwDzfsDIFonD3gmdd2qV/OmwIvEL0gVFWh03e+gl9BMMgVUEGM6vpdCmBMNnAo2rgSZYSmhQ9JnHUsVkcyE+fSFMT62Sg/HibalAE/V3xM5kcaMZGQ7JYGBmfcm4r9eJOc2Q3wR5lylGTBFZ4vjTGBI8CQf3OOaURAjSwjV3N6O6YBoQsGmWLGh+PMRLJLWac33av7NWbV+WcRTRofoCJ0gH52jOrpGDdREFD2iZ/SCXp0n5815dz5mrSWnmNlHf+B8/gCWPZ5M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q205MIJzcualavewkOdyaJCopBM=">AAACEnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/op7Ey2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYFuhCWWz3bRLdzdhd6KUUPwT/gWvevcmXv0DXv0lbtsctPXBwOO9GWbmRangBjzvyyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s77u5eyySZpqxJE5Hou4gYJrhiTeAg2F2qGZGRYO1oeDXx2/dMG56oWxilLJSkr3jMKQErdd2DIJL5cIwDzfsDIFonD3gmdd2qV/OmwIvEL0gVFWh03e+gl9BMMgVUEGM6vpdCmBMNnAo2rgSZYSmhQ9JnHUsVkcyE+fSFMT62Sg/HibalAE/V3xM5kcaMZGQ7JYGBmfcm4r9eJOc2Q3wR5lylGTBFZ4vjTGBI8CQf3OOaURAjSwjV3N6O6YBoQsGmWLGh+PMRLJLWac33av7NWbV+WcRTRofoCJ0gH52jOrpGDdREFD2iZ/SCXp0n5815dz5mrSWnmNlHf+B8/gCWPZ5M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q205MIJzcualavewkOdyaJCopBM=">AAACEnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/op7Ey2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYFuhCWWz3bRLdzdhd6KUUPwT/gWvevcmXv0DXv0lbtsctPXBwOO9GWbmRangBjzvyyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s77u5eyySZpqxJE5Hou4gYJrhiTeAg2F2qGZGRYO1oeDXx2/dMG56oWxilLJSkr3jMKQErdd2DIJL5cIwDzfsDIFonD3gmdd2qV/OmwIvEL0gVFWh03e+gl9BMMgVUEGM6vpdCmBMNnAo2rgSZYSmhQ9JnHUsVkcyE+fSFMT62Sg/HibalAE/V3xM5kcaMZGQ7JYGBmfcm4r9eJOc2Q3wR5lylGTBFZ4vjTGBI8CQf3OOaURAjSwjV3N6O6YBoQsGmWLGh+PMRLJLWac33av7NWbV+WcRTRofoCJ0gH52jOrpGDdREFD2iZ/SCXp0n5815dz5mrSWnmNlHf+B8/gCWPZ5M</latexit>

x ! �x

<latexit sha1_base64="r9lxucDeVjSCSzRJ5FXanLf94uU=">AAACE3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1ZteBoPgxbArgh6DXjxGMA9IljA7mU2GzMwuM71qWAL+hL/gVe/exKsf4NUvcZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7wkRwA5735SwsLi2vrBbWiusbm1vb7s5u3cSppqxGYxHrZkgME1yxGnAQrJloRmQoWCMcXI39xh3ThsfqFoYJCyTpKR5xSsBKHXe/HcrsYYTbmvf6QLSO7/HJVOu4Ja/sTYDniZ+TEspR7bjf7W5MU8kUUEGMafleAkFGNHAq2KjYTg1LCB2QHmtZqohkJsgmP4zwkVW6OIq1LQV4ov6eyIg0ZihD2ykJ9M2sNxb/9UI5sxmiiyDjKkmBKTpdHKUCQ4zHAeEu14yCGFpCqOb2dkz7RBMKNsaiDcWfjWCe1E/Lvlf2b85Klcs8ngI6QIfoGPnoHFXQNaqiGqLoET2jF/TqPDlvzrvzMW1dcPKZPfQHzucPNTqenQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r9lxucDeVjSCSzRJ5FXanLf94uU=">AAACE3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1ZteBoPgxbArgh6DXjxGMA9IljA7mU2GzMwuM71qWAL+hL/gVe/exKsf4NUvcZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7wkRwA5735SwsLi2vrBbWiusbm1vb7s5u3cSppqxGYxHrZkgME1yxGnAQrJloRmQoWCMcXI39xh3ThsfqFoYJCyTpKR5xSsBKHXe/HcrsYYTbmvf6QLSO7/HJVOu4Ja/sTYDniZ+TEspR7bjf7W5MU8kUUEGMafleAkFGNHAq2KjYTg1LCB2QHmtZqohkJsgmP4zwkVW6OIq1LQV4ov6eyIg0ZihD2ykJ9M2sNxb/9UI5sxmiiyDjKkmBKTpdHKUCQ4zHAeEu14yCGFpCqOb2dkz7RBMKNsaiDcWfjWCe1E/Lvlf2b85Klcs8ngI6QIfoGPnoHFXQNaqiGqLoET2jF/TqPDlvzrvzMW1dcPKZPfQHzucPNTqenQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r9lxucDeVjSCSzRJ5FXanLf94uU=">AAACE3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1ZteBoPgxbArgh6DXjxGMA9IljA7mU2GzMwuM71qWAL+hL/gVe/exKsf4NUvcZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7wkRwA5735SwsLi2vrBbWiusbm1vb7s5u3cSppqxGYxHrZkgME1yxGnAQrJloRmQoWCMcXI39xh3ThsfqFoYJCyTpKR5xSsBKHXe/HcrsYYTbmvf6QLSO7/HJVOu4Ja/sTYDniZ+TEspR7bjf7W5MU8kUUEGMafleAkFGNHAq2KjYTg1LCB2QHmtZqohkJsgmP4zwkVW6OIq1LQV4ov6eyIg0ZihD2ykJ9M2sNxb/9UI5sxmiiyDjKkmBKTpdHKUCQ4zHAeEu14yCGFpCqOb2dkz7RBMKNsaiDcWfjWCe1E/Lvlf2b85Klcs8ngI6QIfoGPnoHFXQNaqiGqLoET2jF/TqPDlvzrvzMW1dcPKZPfQHzucPNTqenQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r9lxucDeVjSCSzRJ5FXanLf94uU=">AAACE3icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1ZteBoPgxbArgh6DXjxGMA9IljA7mU2GzMwuM71qWAL+hL/gVe/exKsf4NUvcZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7wkRwA5735SwsLi2vrBbWiusbm1vb7s5u3cSppqxGYxHrZkgME1yxGnAQrJloRmQoWCMcXI39xh3ThsfqFoYJCyTpKR5xSsBKHXe/HcrsYYTbmvf6QLSO7/HJVOu4Ja/sTYDniZ+TEspR7bjf7W5MU8kUUEGMafleAkFGNHAq2KjYTg1LCB2QHmtZqohkJsgmP4zwkVW6OIq1LQV4ov6eyIg0ZihD2ykJ9M2sNxb/9UI5sxmiiyDjKkmBKTpdHKUCQ4zHAeEu14yCGFpCqOb2dkz7RBMKNsaiDcWfjWCe1E/Lvlf2b85Klcs8ngI6QIfoGPnoHFXQNaqiGqLoET2jF/TqPDlvzrvzMW1dcPKZPfQHzucPNTqenQ==</latexit>

H(k) =

✓
a(k) b(k)
b⇤(k) a(k)

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="r3ouuCTadIACT7X5x6hlm3omoII=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r3ouuCTadIACT7X5x6hlm3omoII=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r3ouuCTadIACT7X5x6hlm3omoII=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r3ouuCTadIACT7X5x6hlm3omoII=">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</latexit>

DP is zero (vortex) of b(k)



Dirac points
Expanded around K or K’ point:

v → 0 is the magic angle
easy to see that there are actually 4 DPs 

near each K, K’

b(k) = v(k
x

+ ik
y

) + c(k
x

� ik
y

)2 +O(k3)
<latexit sha1_base64="pM/PBNSb3TGEp2AGZtcWuq5/Ipw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pM/PBNSb3TGEp2AGZtcWuq5/Ipw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pM/PBNSb3TGEp2AGZtcWuq5/Ipw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pM/PBNSb3TGEp2AGZtcWuq5/Ipw=">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</latexit>
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FIG. 2. The Lifshitz transition in the vicinity of the first magic angle ↵0. (a) At ↵ = 0.6, there is
one Dirac point with negative topological charge at K point (blue dot) surrounded by three Dirac
nodes with positive topological charge (red dots). (b) Location and topological charge of Dirac
nodes at ↵ = 0.61. (c) The quadratic band touching at eK point (equivalent to the K point) for
↵ = ↵0 = 0.6051. (d) The energy di↵erence between lowest two bands along k

y

direction for various
↵ at k

x

= 0. In panels (a) and (b), arrows show the motion of Dirac nodes as ↵ is increased. The
nodes meet at eK point when ↵ = ↵0.

A. Symmetry and representation analysis

The � point is invariant under all the four symmetry operators: C3, My

, C2T and C.
The six lowest bands form a representation of the group generated by these symmetries.
Therefore, we use this fact to construct an e↵ective Hamiltonian.

The C3 and M
y

symmetry operators generate a six-dimensional group isomorphic to the
dihedral group D3, and hence have both one- and two-dimensional irreps. The particle-hole
symmetry C further maps a +" state to a �" state, doubling the representation dimension.
This is consistent with the degeneracies seen in the spectrum in Fig. 4, suggesting that the
six lowest bands are a direct sum of a two-dimensional and a four-dimensional irreps. The
symmetries act on this irreps in the form of the matrices shown in Table I, which have been
verified numerically upon proper choice of basis.

One can then use these symmetry actions to write down the most general form of the
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Dirac points
✦At least 8 DPs, both before and after the “magic” 

angle! 
? Where do they come from? 
? Where do they go?

a constraint: the charge/vorticity of all the 
6 “extra” DPs is the same 





Flatness of bands

A plausible explanation:

Bands are flatten by many DPs that pin them 
together





DP evolution

↵ = 0.54
<latexit sha1_base64="3xqc5ZkrqrtxopPtZJx07iybUis=">AAACBHicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwWnYloo0QtLGMYB6QLGF2MpsMmZldZ2aFsKT1F2y1txNb/8PWL3GSbKGJBy4czrmXczlhwpk2nvflFFZW19Y3ipulre2d3b3y/kFTx6kitEFiHqt2iDXlTNKGYYbTdqIoFiGnrXB0M/Vbj1RpFst7M05oIPBAsogRbKwUdDFPhhhdIc89r/bKFc/1ZkDLxM9JBXLUe+Xvbj8mqaDSEI617vheYoIMK8MIp5NSN9U0wWSEB7RjqcSC6iCbPT1BJ1bpoyhWdqRBM/X3RYaF1mMR2k2BzVAvelPxXy8UC8kmugwyJpPUUEnmwVHKkYnRtBHUZ4oSw8eWYKKY/R2RIVaYGNtbyZbiL1awTJpnru+5/l21UrvO6ynCERzDKfhwATW4hTo0gMADPMMLvDpPzpvz7nzMVwtOfnMIf+B8/gD5cpdI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3xqc5ZkrqrtxopPtZJx07iybUis=">AAACBHicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwWnYloo0QtLGMYB6QLGF2MpsMmZldZ2aFsKT1F2y1txNb/8PWL3GSbKGJBy4czrmXczlhwpk2nvflFFZW19Y3ipulre2d3b3y/kFTx6kitEFiHqt2iDXlTNKGYYbTdqIoFiGnrXB0M/Vbj1RpFst7M05oIPBAsogRbKwUdDFPhhhdIc89r/bKFc/1ZkDLxM9JBXLUe+Xvbj8mqaDSEI617vheYoIMK8MIp5NSN9U0wWSEB7RjqcSC6iCbPT1BJ1bpoyhWdqRBM/X3RYaF1mMR2k2BzVAvelPxXy8UC8kmugwyJpPUUEnmwVHKkYnRtBHUZ4oSw8eWYKKY/R2RIVaYGNtbyZbiL1awTJpnru+5/l21UrvO6ynCERzDKfhwATW4hTo0gMADPMMLvDpPzpvz7nzMVwtOfnMIf+B8/gD5cpdI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3xqc5ZkrqrtxopPtZJx07iybUis=">AAACBHicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwWnYloo0QtLGMYB6QLGF2MpsMmZldZ2aFsKT1F2y1txNb/8PWL3GSbKGJBy4czrmXczlhwpk2nvflFFZW19Y3ipulre2d3b3y/kFTx6kitEFiHqt2iDXlTNKGYYbTdqIoFiGnrXB0M/Vbj1RpFst7M05oIPBAsogRbKwUdDFPhhhdIc89r/bKFc/1ZkDLxM9JBXLUe+Xvbj8mqaDSEI617vheYoIMK8MIp5NSN9U0wWSEB7RjqcSC6iCbPT1BJ1bpoyhWdqRBM/X3RYaF1mMR2k2BzVAvelPxXy8UC8kmugwyJpPUUEnmwVHKkYnRtBHUZ4oSw8eWYKKY/R2RIVaYGNtbyZbiL1awTJpnru+5/l21UrvO6ynCERzDKfhwATW4hTo0gMADPMMLvDpPzpvz7nzMVwtOfnMIf+B8/gD5cpdI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3xqc5ZkrqrtxopPtZJx07iybUis=">AAACBHicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwWnYloo0QtLGMYB6QLGF2MpsMmZldZ2aFsKT1F2y1txNb/8PWL3GSbKGJBy4czrmXczlhwpk2nvflFFZW19Y3ipulre2d3b3y/kFTx6kitEFiHqt2iDXlTNKGYYbTdqIoFiGnrXB0M/Vbj1RpFst7M05oIPBAsogRbKwUdDFPhhhdIc89r/bKFc/1ZkDLxM9JBXLUe+Xvbj8mqaDSEI617vheYoIMK8MIp5NSN9U0wWSEB7RjqcSC6iCbPT1BJ1bpoyhWdqRBM/X3RYaF1mMR2k2BzVAvelPxXy8UC8kmugwyJpPUUEnmwVHKkYnRtBHUZ4oSw8eWYKKY/R2RIVaYGNtbyZbiL1awTJpnru+5/l21UrvO6ynCERzDKfhwATW4hTo0gMADPMMLvDpPzpvz7nzMVwtOfnMIf+B8/gD5cpdI</latexit> Extra DPs appear near Γ 

↵ = 0.605
<latexit sha1_base64="XapEThMbUHc4hV0mawETnTDDed8=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYLbPiqxGCNpYRzAOSNdydzCZDZnaXmVkhLKn9BVvt7cTW77D1S5wkW2jigQuHc+7lXE6QCK4NIV9OYWl5ZXWtuF7a2Nza3inv7jV0nCrK6jQWsWoFoJngEasbbgRrJYqBDARrBsObid98ZErzOLo3o4T5EvoRDzkFY6WHDohkAPgKE/ecnHXLFeKSKfAi8XJSQTlq3fJ3pxfTVLLIUAFatz2SGD8DZTgVbFzqpJolQIfQZ21LI5BM+9n06zE+skoPh7GyExk8VX9fZCC1HsnAbkowAz3vTcR/vUDOJZvw0s94lKSGRXQWHKYCmxhPKsE9rhg1YmQJUMXt75gOQAE1triSLcWbr2CRNE5cj7je3Wmlep3XU0QH6BAdIw9doCq6RTVURxQp9Ixe0Kvz5Lw5787HbLXg5Df76A+czx9xGZeE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XapEThMbUHc4hV0mawETnTDDed8=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYLbPiqxGCNpYRzAOSNdydzCZDZnaXmVkhLKn9BVvt7cTW77D1S5wkW2jigQuHc+7lXE6QCK4NIV9OYWl5ZXWtuF7a2Nza3inv7jV0nCrK6jQWsWoFoJngEasbbgRrJYqBDARrBsObid98ZErzOLo3o4T5EvoRDzkFY6WHDohkAPgKE/ecnHXLFeKSKfAi8XJSQTlq3fJ3pxfTVLLIUAFatz2SGD8DZTgVbFzqpJolQIfQZ21LI5BM+9n06zE+skoPh7GyExk8VX9fZCC1HsnAbkowAz3vTcR/vUDOJZvw0s94lKSGRXQWHKYCmxhPKsE9rhg1YmQJUMXt75gOQAE1triSLcWbr2CRNE5cj7je3Wmlep3XU0QH6BAdIw9doCq6RTVURxQp9Ixe0Kvz5Lw5787HbLXg5Df76A+czx9xGZeE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XapEThMbUHc4hV0mawETnTDDed8=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYLbPiqxGCNpYRzAOSNdydzCZDZnaXmVkhLKn9BVvt7cTW77D1S5wkW2jigQuHc+7lXE6QCK4NIV9OYWl5ZXWtuF7a2Nza3inv7jV0nCrK6jQWsWoFoJngEasbbgRrJYqBDARrBsObid98ZErzOLo3o4T5EvoRDzkFY6WHDohkAPgKE/ecnHXLFeKSKfAi8XJSQTlq3fJ3pxfTVLLIUAFatz2SGD8DZTgVbFzqpJolQIfQZ21LI5BM+9n06zE+skoPh7GyExk8VX9fZCC1HsnAbkowAz3vTcR/vUDOJZvw0s94lKSGRXQWHKYCmxhPKsE9rhg1YmQJUMXt75gOQAE1triSLcWbr2CRNE5cj7je3Wmlep3XU0QH6BAdIw9doCq6RTVURxQp9Ixe0Kvz5Lw5787HbLXg5Df76A+czx9xGZeE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XapEThMbUHc4hV0mawETnTDDed8=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYLbPiqxGCNpYRzAOSNdydzCZDZnaXmVkhLKn9BVvt7cTW77D1S5wkW2jigQuHc+7lXE6QCK4NIV9OYWl5ZXWtuF7a2Nza3inv7jV0nCrK6jQWsWoFoJngEasbbgRrJYqBDARrBsObid98ZErzOLo3o4T5EvoRDzkFY6WHDohkAPgKE/ecnHXLFeKSKfAi8XJSQTlq3fJ3pxfTVLLIUAFatz2SGD8DZTgVbFzqpJolQIfQZ21LI5BM+9n06zE+skoPh7GyExk8VX9fZCC1HsnAbkowAz3vTcR/vUDOJZvw0s94lKSGRXQWHKYCmxhPKsE9rhg1YmQJUMXt75gOQAE1triSLcWbr2CRNE5cj7je3Wmlep3XU0QH6BAdIw9doCq6RTVURxQp9Ixe0Kvz5Lw5787HbLXg5Df76A+czx9xGZeE</latexit>

…after a complex interlude… 

6 of these DPs finally reach K and K’: the 
magic angle 

↵ = 0.74
<latexit sha1_base64="l9y5FxujhFX1P2R31N8zkM/PTzI=">AAACBHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYLbsSiI0QtLGMYB6QLOHuZDYZMjO7zswKYUnrL9hqbye2/oetX+Ik2UITD1w4nHMv53LChDNtPO/LKaytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wflw6OWjlNFaJPEPFadEDTlTNKmYYbTTqIoiJDTdji+mfntR6o0i+W9mSQ0EDCULGIEjJWCHvBkBPgKe26t2i9XPNebA68SPycVlKPRL3/3BjFJBZWGcNC663uJCTJQhhFOp6VeqmkCZAxD2rVUgqA6yOZPT/GZVQY4ipUdafBc/X2RgdB6IkK7KcCM9LI3E//1QrGUbKLLIGMySQ2VZBEcpRybGM8awQOmKDF8YgkQxezvmIxAATG2t5ItxV+uYJW0Llzfc/27aqV+nddTRCfoFJ0jH9VQHd2iBmoigh7QM3pBr86T8+a8Ox+L1YKT3xyjP3A+fwD8nJdK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l9y5FxujhFX1P2R31N8zkM/PTzI=">AAACBHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYLbsSiI0QtLGMYB6QLOHuZDYZMjO7zswKYUnrL9hqbye2/oetX+Ik2UITD1w4nHMv53LChDNtPO/LKaytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wflw6OWjlNFaJPEPFadEDTlTNKmYYbTTqIoiJDTdji+mfntR6o0i+W9mSQ0EDCULGIEjJWCHvBkBPgKe26t2i9XPNebA68SPycVlKPRL3/3BjFJBZWGcNC663uJCTJQhhFOp6VeqmkCZAxD2rVUgqA6yOZPT/GZVQY4ipUdafBc/X2RgdB6IkK7KcCM9LI3E//1QrGUbKLLIGMySQ2VZBEcpRybGM8awQOmKDF8YgkQxezvmIxAATG2t5ItxV+uYJW0Llzfc/27aqV+nddTRCfoFJ0jH9VQHd2iBmoigh7QM3pBr86T8+a8Ox+L1YKT3xyjP3A+fwD8nJdK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l9y5FxujhFX1P2R31N8zkM/PTzI=">AAACBHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYLbsSiI0QtLGMYB6QLOHuZDYZMjO7zswKYUnrL9hqbye2/oetX+Ik2UITD1w4nHMv53LChDNtPO/LKaytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wflw6OWjlNFaJPEPFadEDTlTNKmYYbTTqIoiJDTdji+mfntR6o0i+W9mSQ0EDCULGIEjJWCHvBkBPgKe26t2i9XPNebA68SPycVlKPRL3/3BjFJBZWGcNC663uJCTJQhhFOp6VeqmkCZAxD2rVUgqA6yOZPT/GZVQY4ipUdafBc/X2RgdB6IkK7KcCM9LI3E//1QrGUbKLLIGMySQ2VZBEcpRybGM8awQOmKDF8YgkQxezvmIxAATG2t5ItxV+uYJW0Llzfc/27aqV+nddTRCfoFJ0jH9VQHd2iBmoigh7QM3pBr86T8+a8Ox+L1YKT3xyjP3A+fwD8nJdK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l9y5FxujhFX1P2R31N8zkM/PTzI=">AAACBHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYLbsSiI0QtLGMYB6QLOHuZDYZMjO7zswKYUnrL9hqbye2/oetX+Ik2UITD1w4nHMv53LChDNtPO/LKaytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wflw6OWjlNFaJPEPFadEDTlTNKmYYbTTqIoiJDTdji+mfntR6o0i+W9mSQ0EDCULGIEjJWCHvBkBPgKe26t2i9XPNebA68SPycVlKPRL3/3BjFJBZWGcNC663uJCTJQhhFOp6VeqmkCZAxD2rVUgqA6yOZPT/GZVQY4ipUdafBc/X2RgdB6IkK7KcCM9LI3E//1QrGUbKLLIGMySQ2VZBEcpRybGM8awQOmKDF8YgkQxezvmIxAATG2t5ItxV+uYJW0Llzfc/27aqV+nddTRCfoFJ0jH9VQHd2iBmoigh7QM3pBr86T8+a8Ox+L1YKT3xyjP3A+fwD8nJdK</latexit> The 6 extra DPs finally annihilate with 6 

others from Γ 

…then finally… 
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↵ = 0.5689, �kx = �ky = 0.4
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FIG. 3. The evolution of the Dirac nodes around � point (the center of the eight plots) as we vary
↵. The red dot is the Dirac point with positive charge (+1/2 vorticitiy) while the blue dot is the
Dirac point with negative charge (�1/2 vorticitiy).

FIG. 4. The six energy levels closest to E = 0 at � point as a function of ↵. The number 1 and
2 denote the degeneracy. When ↵ < ↵1 = 0.56945 and ↵ > 0.6125, the levels closest to zero are
singlet and the higher energy levels are doublets. The zero crossing at ↵1 = 0.56945 is a crossing
of non-degenerate levels, while the crossing at ↵2 = 0.57524 is a crossing of two-fold degenerate
levels.

e↵ective model for the two irreps, respectively. Up to second order, they are given by

H4 = �⌧ z + vk · � +
�
d1k

2 + d2(k
2
+�

+ + k2
��

�)
�
⌧ z + id3(k

2
+�

+ � k2
��

�)⌧x +O(k3),

H2 =
�
� + b1k

2
�
µz, (4.1)

where H4 and H2 describe the four-band model and the two-band model, respectively. In
H4, when � = 0, the gap vanishes and there are two Dirac nodes at k = 0 with the same
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two level crossings at 
the Fermi level

each one is another 
topological transition Lowest levels are 2D irreps, 

in this range, implying 
touching with excited bands

both 2D and 1D irreps 
appear

magic angle



Gamma pt

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 6. The comparison of energy spectrums between six-band model at linear order and numerical
data around � point. The solid lines are the numerical data and the dashed lines are the results
of the six-band model. In all of the plots, k

y

is fixed to be zero. (a) is the energy spectrum at
↵1 = 0.56945 along k

x

direction. The middle two bands are very flat and have energy close to
zero. (b) is the zoomed in structure of the two flat bands in a smaller range of k

x

. These two
bands touch at k

x

= 0 and have quadratic dispersion around it. (c) is the energy spectrum at
↵2 = 0.57524 along k

x

direction. The middle four bands have Dirac nodes around � point with the
same velocity and can be observed in (d). When |k| > 0.1, two of them are very flat with energy
close to zero.

other four bands. On the other hand, at ↵ = ↵2, those other four bands have lower energy
and form two Dirac cones in the vicinity of � point with the same velocity v. Here, again
the agreement is very good within the interval mentioned above.

In Fig. 7, we present �E = E+�E� of the middle two bands for various values of ↵ and
compare them with the six-band model. The results agree for |k| / 0.02 in di↵erent plots,
however, we notice qualitative deviations at larger momentum. At ↵ = ↵1, the CM results
show a k2 behavior for larger |k|, though with a di↵erent coe�cient than the similar k2

behavior that occurs for very small |k|. In contrast, in the e↵ective model, �E saturates to
some constant in both k

x

, k
y

directions and therefore cannot reproduce the correct physics
at large momenta.

With all this said, we should note that the six-band model up to linear order in k provides
a faithful approximation of the band structure for |k| / 0.02 as long as ↵ is close enough to
↵1 and ↵2. The discrepancy beyond this regime can be resolved by considering the quadratic
corrections in the e↵ective Hamiltonian, which is the subject of the next subsection.
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a 6 band k∙p model captures the 
behavior near these Lifshitz transitions   

quadratic band 
touching transition

4 component Dirac 
transition



Landau fans
Gamma point also produces a Landau fan 

associated with its Lifshitz points
I have truncated the Hamiltonian matrix written in this basis at n = 150, and checked in some

of the cases that raising the cuto↵ does not change the results. The middle ten and middle twenty

energies as a function of the magnetic field, from 0 to 4T are shown in the following two figures.

0 1 2 3 4

-0.002

-0.001

0.000

0.001

0.002

B(T)

E

v
ℏ
k θ

Figure 1: The middle ten energies as a function of magnetic field, which has the units of T.

Figure 2: The middle twenty energies as a function of magnetic field, which has the units of T.

Also, plots showing the contribution of each ladder index n in the eigenvectors corresponding

to the middle energies are drawn; in each plot, the amplitude squared for the di↵erent components

with a given n are summed. It can be seen that with getting further from the middle of the

spectrum, the eigenvectors start to have components along higher n and thus have higher values

for mean n, with the variance also increasing.

2

e.g.

perhaps these control the charge neutrality QOs 



Summary

• Correlated insulators and superconductivity in twisted bilayer graphene is an 
intriguing multi-scale problem for theory 

• May be topological superconductivity 

• Flatness may be due to exotic topological Dirac transitions  

• In progress: include lattice relaxation and p/h symmetry breaking effects beyond 
BM, really compare to quantum oscillations
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